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GEOTHERMAL GREENHOUSE INFORMATION PACKAGE
INTRODUCTION
This package of information is intended to provide a foundation of background information
for developers of geothermal greenhouses. The material is divided into seven sections covering
such issues as crop culture and prices, operating costs for greenhouses, heating system design,
vendors and a list of other sources for information.
Section 1 - Crop Market Prices contains recent wholesale price information for some
typical vegetable and flower crops grown in greenhouses. Both national and regional prices are
included along with an indication of seasonal variations for some crops. Sources for current
price information are provided at the end of the section.
Section 2 - Greenhouse Operating Costs outlines ranges of costs for a typical operation
such as labor, utilities, plant stock and mortgage components. Cost ranges for structure construction are also provided.
Section 3 - Crop Culture Information provides abbreviated culture information for some
typical vegetable and flower crops. Such issues as temperature requirements, CO2, lighting and
disease issues are covered. For each species, an extensive list of additional information sources
is provided.
Section 4 - Greenhouse Heating Systems consists of the recently updated Chapter 15 Greenhouses from the Geothermal Direct Use Engineering and Design Guidebook. It covers the
design and performance of various heating equipment commonly used in geothermal greenhouses. The topic of peaking with conventional fuel is also covered.
Section 5 - Greenhouse Heating Equipment Selection Spreadsheet is the supporting
information and documentation for a spreadsheet based on Section 4. Included are: screens
covering the selection and cost of six types of geothermal greenhouse heating systems. This
material is intended for use by engineers and those very familiar with the design of heating
systems.
Section 6 - Vendor Information provides a list of vendors for components of geothermal
systems, and greenhouse structures and equipment.
Section 7 - Other Information Services provides an extensive list of sources for information on greenhouse operations including state extension agencies, and USDA state offices.
If you have questions about the material contained in this package, suggestions for additions, deletions or modifications, please dont hesitate to contact the Geo-Heat Center.
vi

Section 1
CROP MARKET PRICES
This information was summarized from the following publications: Vegetables and Specialties
Situation and Outlook Yearbook, 1996, and Floriculture Crops, 1995, 1996, and 1997.
VEGETABLES
The vegetables prices in Table 1 were taken from the report Vegetables and Specialties Situation and Outlook Year for 1996 and represent the season average price in $/100 pounds paid at
wholesale to the growers. This summary was completed by the Economic Research Service.
Tables 2 and 3 show the breakdown of the prices on a month-by-month basis for tomatoes and
lettuce respectively.
Table 1.

Vegetable Season Average Price, 1992-95 (ERS, 1996).
Vegetable

Season Average Price
$/cwt
1992
1993
1994
1995
35.80
31.70
27.50
26.00
26.80
30.20
29.60
31.10
12.50
16.00
13.30
23.10
19.10
18.00
16.00
16.70

Tomatoes
Bell Peppers
Head Lettuce
Cucumbers

Note: cwt - a unit of measure equal to 100 pounds

Table 2.

Monthly Price Paid to Growers for Tomatoes, 1992-1995 (ERS, 1996).

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1992
40.5
76.0
80.7
32.4
16.7
21.9
28.2
23.5
29.3
60.1
39.1
34.3

1993
38.3
21.9
21.2
45.2
58.1
22.9
23.3
32.7
29.8
19.4
31.6
57.6

Year

1994
41.5
19.3
24.5
16.5
20.7
30.7
28.2
29.2
23.2
28.3
30.9
37.2

1995
41.6
27.0
37.1
20.5
16.7
34.2
20.6
15.6
18.7
22.1
32.8
24.9
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Table 3.

Monthly Price Paid to Growers for Lettuce, 1992-1995 (ERS, 1996).

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1992
7.2
6.8
11.9
9.9
11.2
9.8
13.0
19.9
21.0
13.6
9.6
16.3

1993
10.8
18.7
14.3
37.8
12.6
11.5
18.8
14.9
16.8
12.2
10.5
8.3

Year

1994
8.1
11.6
9.7
11.6
11.4
13.9
10.4
11.0
17.0
22.3
22.1
37.5

1995
13.4
9.3
27.3
48.5
48.2
15.7
12.8
15.2
25.6
15.1
12.5
11.6

The wholesale price for tomatoes is constant during the months of June - September, as can be
seen from Figure 1. This is probably due to the fact that field-grown tomatoes are also on the
market at this time creating a surplus.

Figure 1.

Monthly price paid to growers for tomatoes, 1992-1995.

The prices for lettuce appear constant throughout the entire year as seen in Figure 2except for
a few peaks, which could be the result of adverse weather conditions. Under some greenhouse
programs, lettuce can be grown in 35 days with a hydroponic system, so the market can recover
quickly.
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Figure 2.

Monthly price paid to growers for lettuce, 1992-1995.

FLORICULTURE
The floriculture prices in Table 4 were taken from the Floriculture Crops Summary for 1995,
1996, and 1997, and represent the prices paid at wholesale to the grower. This summary was
completed by the National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS). They compiled the information from interviews of all known growers of floriculture in 36 states. These numbers were
further broken down to provide data specific to the western states. To be eligible for the survey,
the growers had to have annual gross sales of all floriculture crops exceeding $10,000.
Depending on the area you are located, the prices can vary significantly. An example is the
prices paid for Sweetheart Roses in 1995. In the western states, the average price paid to
growers was $0.166/bloom and the average price paid for the all the states was $0.246/bloom.
The opposite effect holds true for bedding geraniums; where, in the western states, the average
price was $9.88/flat and the average price for all the states was $8.95/flat. In 1996, geranium
pricing also indicated wide geographic fluctuation. The average price paid was $9.43; but, the
prices per state ranged from $7.05 to $17.66, with North Carolina being the lowest and Oregon
being the highest.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
To obtain a printed report or data products from the NASS, call the toll-free number at 1-800999-6779 within the U.S. and Canada. The information is available free of charge via the
Internet. There are three ways to obtain this information:
1.
2.
3.

World Wide Web (http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu:70/0/reports/),
Gopher/Telnet/FTP (http://usda.manlib.cornell.edu), and
Subscribe via e-mail (usda-reports@usda.manlib.cornell.edu).
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$/bloom
$/bunch
$/bloom
$/bunch
$/bloom
$/bloom
$/pot
$/pot
$/pot
$/pot
$/pot
$/pot
$/pot
$/flat
$/pot
$/pot
$/pot
$/pot
$/pot
$/pot

93
$
$0.140
$1.35
$0.433
$1.42
$0.338
$0.250
$1.07
$3.46
$1.37
$3.60
$3.96
$1.90
$3.94
$9.81
$0.81
$1.75
$1.29
$2.62
$0.77
$2.08

94
$
$0.156
$1.40
$0.479
$1.35
$0.310
$0.237
$1.06
$2.77
$1.44
$3.65
$3.97
$1.76
$4.05
$9.13
$0.83
$1.83
$1.29
$2.71
$0.80
$2.24

All States
95
$
$0.153
$1.20
$0.536
$1.27
$0.326
$0.246
$1.08
$2.73
$1.47
$3.55
$3.99
$1.88
$4.12
$8.95
$0.80
$1.82
$1.24
$2.84
$0.80
$1.86

96
$
$0.143
$1.33
$0.554
$1.25
$0.347
$0.265
$1.07
$3.79
$1.50
$3.61
$4.01
$1.92
$4.08
$9.43
$0.81
$1.79
$1.30
$2.61
$0.82
$1.93

94
$
$0.156
$1.37
$0.268
$0.170

$2.11
$4.06
$10.35

$0.265
$0.168

$2.24
$3.87
$12.76

$2.54
$4.47
$9.88

$0.273
$0.166

95
$
$0.153
$1.17

Western States

93
$
$0.139
$1.33

Wholesale prices

$2.44
$4.39
$11.85

$0.303
$0.189

96
$
$0.142
$1.31

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Carnation, standard
Carnation, miniature
Chrysanthemums, standard
Chrysanthemums, pompons
Roses, hybrid tea
Roses, sweetheart
Potted African Violets, < 5 in
Potted African Violets, > 5 in
Potted Florist Chrysanthemums, < 5 in
Potted Florist Chrysanthemums, > 5 in
Potted Easter Lilies, > 5 in
Potted Poinsettias, < 5 in
Potted poinsettias, > 5 in
Bedding Geraniums, flats
Potted Hardy/Garden Chrysanthemums, < 5 in
Potted Hardy/Garden Chrysanthemums, > 5 in
Potted Geraniums, cuttings, < 5 in
Potted Geraniums, cuttings, > 5 in
Potted Geraniums, seed, < 5 in
Potted Geraniums, seed, > 5 in

Floriculture

Table 4.
Floriculture Wholesale Prices, 1993-1996 (NASS 1995, 1996 and 1997).
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Some of the reports available are:
Agricultural Prices - Annual
Farm Production Expenditures
Floriculture Crops
Vegetables
Weekly Weather and Crop Bulletins
For a breakdown of current market prices, it is best to check the state, regional and national
market prices.
The websites below, from the University of Florida, provides agricultural market information
received from the USDA Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) and updated weekly:
Terminal Market price by city: http://WWW.IFAS.UFL.EDU/~MARKETING/tmpmenu.html
Shipping point prices: http://WWW.IFAS.UFL.EDU/~MARKETING/sppcmenu.htm
Fruit and vegetable reports: http://WWW.IFAS.UFL.EDU/~MARKETING/menu/fvcity.html
REFERENCES
Economic Research Service, 1996. Vegetables and Specialties Situation and Outlook Yearbook. URL: http://www.usda/mannlib.cornell.edu/reports/erssor/specialty/vgs-bb/1996/vgs269/
index.html.
National Agricultural Statistics Service, 1995, 1996 and 1997. Floriculture Crops. URL:
http://www.mannlib.cornell.edu/reports/nassr/other/zfc-bb.
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Section 2
GREENHOUSE OPERATING COSTS
This information was summarized from the following reports: Comparative Performance
Analysis: Commercial Potted Plant Production, 1990; Comparative Performance Analysis:
Commercial Cut-Flower Rose Production, 1990; and Comparative Performance Analysis:
Greenhouse Cucumber Production, 1990.
Commercial greenhouses offer investment and career possibilities for many firms and individuals. Typical barriers to entry into the industry are relatively low, and net investment levels are
not prohibitive. The industry is also highly fragmented, without any dominant leaders in terms
of size or net sales. Markets appear to be plentiful throughout the nation, and metropolitan
markets are readily served from outlying rural areas.
It is always a good idea to know your market. Questions to ask yourself before you grow anything:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is my product?
How much can be produced in the greenhouse?
Who will be buying my product?
How much will they pay for my product?
How much will it cost to grow this type of crop?
Finally, is this enough to make a profit or break even?

Southwest Technology Development Institute of New Mexico State University completed a
study in 1990, regarding comparative performance for several greenhouse crop production. The
purpose of the studies was to compile a consistent, unbiased comparison of commercial greenhouse costs and the variables affecting those costs. In the study, a hypothetical operation was
placed in 11 geographical regions throughout the U.S. The greenhouse was assumed to be four
acres and the facilities would use current technologies. Estimates and assumptions were developed for the following items: greenhouse capital costs, economic factors, utility costs, cash flow
and operating costs.
Greenhouse structure capital costs varied with location with the northern climates having increased costs to reflect the need for additional thermal curtains. In the west and southwest,
evaporative cooling systems were considered. Some of the other variations in prices can be
affected by the cost of materials and labor costs. The total greenhouse costs (includes greenhouse and operating equipment) ranged from $11.34 - 14.24/ft2 of greenhouse, with an average
price of $12.65/ft2 of greenhouse. The construction costs alone were in the $7.30 - $8.05/ft2
range with an average of $7.44/ft2. Land costs is a significant portion of the total capital investment.
The economic model created was intended to reflect, as accurately as possible, the financial
conditions a grower might encounter when establishing and operating a new venture. Some
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important factors to consider: state tax, workers compensation rate, labor wage rate, and property tax rate which will affect an operating budget. Electricity, natural gas and water rates can
also vary greatly across the nation. Annual water consumption can be assumes to be approximately 5 million gallons per acre per year. Labor costs dominate production costs. Utility costs
do not appear to be a significant factor, being generally less than 15% of the total budget. Selling price is too varied between seasons and regions to be accurately modeled.
Depending on the region, the operating budget distribution could looked like this:
Labor
Plants, supplies and materials
Utilities (heating, lights, and water use)
Loan payment
Other(miscellaneous)

40-45%
16-25%
6-16%
17-19%
8-10%

Transportation of the product is an important consideration for the grower for transportation
costs can greatly affect the final selling price of the product and the growers competitive position
in various markets. For example, potted plants are among the most expensive greenhouse product to ship.
Because production is fixed, annual revenue is also similarly fixed. Bloom prices do not change
dramatically, and no single producer within a region is able to receive substantially higher prices
than another producer. Therefore, the opportunities for increased profitability comes from the
lowering of operating costs. The price for roses is higher the further one travels east in the US.
Two factors that can account for the price differences: demand is higher in the east, raising the
price: and supply is more plentiful in the west, lowering the price.
A new firm should carefully evaluate individual sites on a case-by-case basis before selecting a
location. A primary consideration is that high levels of quality bloom production are absolutely
required, and secondly, the need for a skilled labor force. Another issue that will constrain
growth of the industry will continue to be the import of cut-flowers. Be sure you know where
you will sell your product BEFORE you plant. You have to have a market for your product;
otherwise, when you are ready to harvest, you might not have anybody to sell to.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Bedding Plants, Inc., 1988. Greenhouse Operating Performance Report. Lansing, MI.
Blom, T. J.; Brown, W. and J. Hughes, 1991. Greenhouses Pub. 40. Ministry of Agriculture
and Food, Parliament Bldgs., Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Nelson, P.V., 1984. Greenhouse Operation Management. Reston Publishing Co., Reston,
VA.
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Rhodus, Tim, 1987. The Ohio State University Greenhouse Management Model. Ohio State
University, Columbus, OH.
Short, T. H. and W. L. Bauerle, 1980. Greenhouse Production with lower Production Costs.
Cutting Energy Costs. Stock No. 001-00-04173-8. U.S. Department. of Agriculture, Washington, DC.
REFERENCES
Maier, B.; Falk, C. L. and W. D. Gorman, 1990. Comparative Analysis: Greenhouse Cucumber Production. Final Draft Technical Report. Southwest Technology Development Institute,
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM.
Whittier, J. and C. L. Fischer, 1990. Comparative Performance Analysis: Commercial CutFlower Rose Production. Southwest Technology Development Institute, New Mexico State
University, Las Cruces, NM.
Whittier, J.; Maier, B.; Fischer, C. and R. D. Berghage, 1990. Comparative Performance
Analysis: Commercial Potted Plant Production. Southwest Technology Development Institute,
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM.
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Section 3
CROP CULTURE INFORMATION
INTRODUCTION
This section introduces the environmental parameters that can affect the growth of greenhouse
crops, basic cultural information for five greenhouse crops, and where to look for more information. The five greenhouse crops presented in this section include:
Tomato,
Cucumber,
Hydroponic lettuce,
Carnation, and
Roses.
The cultural information for each crop can include information concerning:
The temperature required for good plant growth,
Different varities known to grow well in greenhouses,
When the crops should be planted, and
The known pests and diseases that can damage a crop.

ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS
This information was summarized from the following publication: A Handbook for the Production of CEA-grown Hydroponic Lettuce, 1995.
Some of the environmental parameters that can affect the growth in the greenhouse are: 1)
temperature, 2) relative humidity, 3) carbon dioxide, 4) lights - sunlight, 5)dissolved oxygen
(hydroponic systems), 6) pH, and 7) electrical conductivity (hydroponic systems). Careful
management of some/all of these parameters is important for all plant growth. A brief explanation of what each one does and why it is important is listed below.
Temperature
The temperature of the greenhouse environment controls the rate of plant growth. Usually, as the
temperature increases, chemical processes proceed at faster rates. This process is regulated by
enzymes, which perform at their best within a narrow temperature range. If the temperature is
above or below this range, the activity of the enzymes starts to deteriorate. This will cause the
chemical process to slow down or stop resulting in stress.
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Relative Humidity
The transpiration rate of plants is influenced by the relative humidity (RH) of the greenhouse air.
A high relative humidity of greenhouse air causes less water to transpire from the plants, which
means the transport of nutrients from the roots to leaves is lessened. High humidity can also
cause disease problems in some cases like mold.
Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
The amount of photosynthesis (growth) of plants is directly influenced by the concentration of
CO2 in the greenhouse air. Normal concentration of CO2 in the outside air is 350 ppm. On a
bright day, the CO2 concentration can be depleted to 100 ppm in a closed greenhouse. This will
reduce the rate of photosynthesis. Increasing the CO2 concentration of the greenhouse air can
also speed growth.
Lights
Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) is the light which is useful to plants for the process of
photosynthesis. Measurement of PAR gives an indication of the possible amount of photosynthesis and growth being performed by the plant.
Dissolved Oxygen
For hydroponic systems. Dissolved oxygen in the pond nutrient solution influences the process
of respiration. The absence of oxygen in the nutrient solution will stop the process and seriously
damage and kill the plant.
pH
The pH of a solution is a measure of the number of hydrogen ions. The pH of a solution is
important because it controls the availability of the fertilizer salts.
Electrical Conductivity
For hydroponic systems. Electrical conductivity measures the amount of dissolved salts in a
solution.
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TOMATOES
This information was summarized from the following publications: Commercial Greenhouse
Production Tomatoes, 1995; and Greenhouse Tomato, 1995.
Tomatoes are the most common greenhouse vegetable crop. There are some claims by greenhouse growers that 30 or more pounds of marketable fruit can be expected per plant (or plant
space) per year. Such production is only possible using quality facilities and cultural practices.
Production of about 20 to 25 pounds would be more realistic, especially in western Oregon.
Tomatoes can be grown in a one-crop system (December-to-December) or a two-crop system
(August-to-December and January-to-June). In a one-crop system, the crop is started in January
and harvest is usually from March through November. The two-crop system is at less risk from
crop pests, allows fruit set and harvest when environmental conditions are best, and competition
from outdoor productions at its least.
Some tomato varieties grown commercially are Jumbo, Tropic, Laura, Caruso, Dombello, Concreto, Perfecto, Dombita, Belmondo, Boa, Trend and Capello. Tomatoes for the US market must
be of a large size. Many European varieties are not large enough. It is very important to know
your market requirements concerning fruit color, size, and shape before selecting the varieties to
use. Variety selection should made to fit light intensity, fertility and disease resistance requirements. Always test a variety in the season it will be grown before committing to it. Fruits over
6 ounces are preferred, with fruited in the 4-6 ounces marketable, and under 4 ounces considered
small.
Plants have commonly been grown in well-fertilized, well-drained soil (ground-bed production).
The system has been largely replaced by a soilless culture system. Soilless culture provides the
plants with nutrients and anchors by a totally artificial means. The need for soil sterilization, by
steam or chemicals, is eliminated which is a major advantage of a soilless culture. Soilless
culture is not as forgiving of mistakes and is more demanding. Good nutrient media composition
and nutrient balance through the entire crop cycle is mandatory.
There are two major soilless culture systems used: closed system hydroponicsthe nutrients are
recirculated, and open-system hydroponics or bag culturenew nutrient solution is constantly
provided to plants. and the excess nutrient solution is not collected and recirculated.
Greenhouse tomatoes are always grown from transplants. A special part of the greenhouse
should be used to grow the transplants. It can be either a separate greenhouse or an area divided
from the main area, so the temperature can be accurately maintained. The spacing of the plants
after transplanting should be 4.5 to 5 square feet per plant under western Oregon conditions; but,
3.5 to 4 square feet is the norm. Select a soil that is rich, loamy, well drained, high in organic
material and preferably with a clay base, and a soil pH of 6.5 to 6.8.
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The following schedule is a guideline for a typical two crop system. The schedule may change
some depending on your location.
Plant seeds in plant bed (or flat)
Transplant seedlings in pot
Set plants in greenhouse
Spray plants for diseases
Start vibrating plants for pollination
Side dress with nitrogen and potash
Start harvesting
End harvesting and cleanup house

Spring
Nov. 20 - Dec 5
Dec. 1 -5
Jan 15 -31
Every 7 - 10 days
Mar 1 - 15
4 - 6 times
April 15 - 30
July 1 - 15

Fall
June 10 - 20
June 20 - July 5
Aug 1 - 15
Every 7 - 10 days
Sept. 1 - 15
4 - 6 times
Oct 15 - 30
Dec 15 - 31

Accurate temperature, humidity, and carbon dioxide control is important. Temperature requirements for major greenhouse vegetable differ. In general, when light intensities are low cooler
temperatures are used. For tomatoes, the daytime temperature should be from 70 to 75oF, at
night the temperature should be a minimum of 62 to 65oF. When the temperature exceeds 85 to
90oF, cooling equipment should be used to prevent fruit set failure and for proper red coloring
development.
The normal concentration of carbon dioxide in the air is 300 parts per million. If carbon dioxide
levels are depleted in the greenhouse environment, plant growth may be limited. Addition of
carbon dioxide to greenhouses has been demonstrated to improve vegetable yields. Concentrations of carbon dioxide should be adjusted for light intensity and growth stage as follows:
Bright, sunny weather
Cloudy weather
Young plants
During moderate ventilation

1000 ppm
750 ppm
700 ppm
350 ppm

Under open-field conditions, tomatoes are self pollinating. Flowers need to be agitated mechanically, or fruits need to be set using plant chemical hormones that are sprayed on flower clusters
on a regular basis, under greenhouse conditions. There are few varieties that are parthencarpic
(need no pollination and are seedless), and these are generally small-to-medium sized.
Assuming a 2-to-3 month harvest period for a fall crop which ends in late-December, a yield of
about 8 pounds of fruit per plant is possible (0.8 lb/plant/week is considered good). With a 4month harvest period from a spring crop, approximately 12-15 pounds can be realized. The yield
from a single crop per year system can produce about 25-27 lb/plant (based on 0.5-0.75 lb/plant/
week) when the harvest begins about mid-October and ends in July of the following year. The
lower output would be due to adverse winter conditions (cloudiness and low-light intensity).
Generally, growing a fall crop is less profitable due to low-light intensity, poor fruit set, poor
fruit quality, and high-fuel costs.
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Some non-pathogenic fruit disorders are: bloom-end rot, gray wall, blotchy ripening, solar
yellowing, roughness and scars, and fruit cracks.
The USDA has grade standards for fresh tomatoes and are recognized by 6 official designations.
They are:
1. Green - the surface is completely green,
2. Breakers - a definite break in color from green to tannish-yellow, pink or red on no
more than 10% of the surface,
3. Turning - more than 10% but less than 30% of the surface, in the aggregate, shows
change as in 2) above,
4. Pink - more than 30% but less than 60% shows pink or red color,
5. Light red - more than 60% of aggregate surface is reddish pink or red provide that
not more than 90% is red, and
6. Red - more than 90% of surface in the aggregate show red color.
For More Information
Bauerle, W. L., 1984. Bag Culture Productivity of Greenhouse Tomatoes. Special Circ. 108. Columbus, OH.
Cotter, D. J. and R. E. Gomez, 1992. Greenhouse Tomato Production Pointers, New Mexico State
University, Fact Sheet 400 H-11, 5 pp.
Ells, J. E.; Goldsberg, K. L. and W. M. Hartsberger, 1979. Greenhouse Tomatoes for Commercial
Growers. Cooperative Extension Service, Colorado State University, Fact sheet 7.606, 2 pp.
Eysinga, J. P. N.; Van, L. R. and K. W. Smilde, 1981. Nutritional Disorders in Greenhouse Tomatoes,
Cucumbers and Lettuce. Centre for Agricultural Pub. and Doc., Wageningen, The Netherlands.
Hochmuth, G., 1990. Greenhouse Vegetable Production Handbook. Volumes 1-3. Circulars 46-48.
Florida Cooperative Extension Service, C. M. Hinton. (Minimal charge for each volume)
Hochmuth, G., 1993. Production of Florida Greenhouse Vegetables in Rockwool: Greenhouse Design
and Crop Management. Florida Cooperative Extension Service. Bulletin SP110, 24 pp. (Minimal
charge)
Liner, H. C. and A. A. Banadyga, 1974. Costs and Returns from Producing Greenhouse Tomatoes in
North Carolina. Circular 558. Agricultural Extension, North Carolina Sate University, Raleigh, NC.
Northeast Regional Agricultural Engineering Service. Storage of Fruits, Vegetables, and Floriculture
Crops. Cornell University, Ithaca, NY.
Schiales, F. D., 1982. Greenhouse Production of Vegetable Plants. ARS-USDA. Proceedings, Misc.
Publ.. No. 1422, 4 pp.
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Schultheis, J. R. Greenhouse Tomato Production - The Soil System. North Carolina State University,
Horticulture Leaflet No. 32.
Scott, J. W., 1981. Influence of White Plastic Mulch on the Yield of Four Varieties of Spring Crop
Tomatoes. Greenhouse Vegetable Crops - 1981: A Summary of Research, Res. Circ. 264. OARDC,
Wooster, OH, p. 3-4.
Sheldrake, R. Tomato Production in Bags. Bulletin No. TTB106. W. R. Grace & Co., Cambridge,
MA.
Stoner, A. K., 1971. Commercial Production of Greenhouse Tomatoes. Agriculture Handbook No.
382. United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC.
Wilcox, G. E., 1979. Fertilizer Schedule for Greenhouse Tomatoes, Cooperative Extension Service,
Purdue University, Fact Sheet HO-144. 3 pp. (Minimal charge)
Wilcox, G. E., 1987. Growing Greenhouse Tomatoes in the Nutrient Film Hydroponic System.
Cooperative Extension Service, Purdue University, Fact Sheet CIS 636, 4 pp. (Minimal charge)
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CUCUMBERS
This information was summarized from the following publications: Commercial Greenhouse
Production Cucumbers, 1995, and Greenhouse Cucumbers, 1995.
Cucumbers grow more rapidly than tomatoes and produce earlier. European variety cucumbers
are a popular greenhouse crop, producing fruits that weigh about one pound and grow 12 to 14
inches long. In contrast to American cucumbers, European varieties set and develop fruit
parthenocarpically (without pollination) resulting in fruits that are seedless. They require no bees
for pollination and produce higher yields. Before production, you should determine if a suitable
market is available in your area; because, they are distinctly different from conventional slicing
cucumbers. Since this type is so different from conventional cucumbers, some market can be
found almost all the year round.
Some cucumber varieties grown commercially are: Mustang, Jessica, Optima, and Flamingo
(mildew tolerant), Corona, Sandra, Fidelio (powdery mildew tolerant), Fertile, factum,
Femfrance, LaReine, Pepinex69, Pepinova, Pandorex, and Santo. Toska70 is a high-yield, highquality seedless cucumber cultivar which is not all-female, but doesnt require bees. Always test
a variety in the season it will grow before committing to it.
Cucumbers require higher temperatures than tomatoes so they are generally grown as a spring or
early summer crop. Cucumbers are grown as a two- or three-crop system a year. The yields for
the two-crop systems would be the same but with a three-crop system the fruit quality is usually
better. Light sandy-loam soils are preferable. Growing in bag culture or rockwool is generally
more costly than growing in soil, and control of the nutritional program is more critical. Use
three week old plants that are free of disease and insect infestations when transplanting to the
greenhouse.
Accurate temperature, humidity, and carbon dioxide are important. The temperature requirements for cucumbers during the day are 75 to 77oF and for night at 70oF until first picking. After
picking has started, the nighttime temperature may be reduced by 2o per night until a temperature
of 63oF is meet, but only temporarily for 2 to 3 days to stimulate growth. Exceeding the maximum temperatures temporarily can be used to cause some flower abortion and maintain the fruitvine balance. In general, cooler temperatures are used when light intensities are low.
Carbon dioxide is usually present in the atmosphere at a concentration of 300 ppm. For best
results, concentrations of 1,000 to 1,500 ppm in a greenhouse atmosphere should be maintained.
Increases of 20 to 40 percent in yield have been reported for various vegetables, when carbon
dioxide levels were increased.
Six-to-nine square feet of space per plant is recommended depending on the variety and cropping
system. Plants need to establish a strong root system and vegetable stem before fruit is allowed
to set. Until the plant has 8-10 leaf nodes, all lateral branches, flowers, and tendrils should be
removed (umbrella method). After 8-10 leaf nodes have developed, allow one female flower to
set at each subsequent node.
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Greenhouse cucumbers grow very quickly and should never lack water or nutrients. Maintain an
adequate supply of water to plant roots. Young plants (mid-winter) in the greenhouse may need
to be watered only once every 10 to 14 days. The same plants (mid-summer) may need water
daily, requiring an estimated 1/4 to 3/4 gallon per plant per day, depending on its size. During
crop growth, the most important element needed is nitrogen.
There are several diseases that can be very serious for European cucumbers which include
cucumber and watermelon mosaic, gray mold, powdery mildew and rootknot nematodes. In
addition to diseases, the grower must be aware of insects too. Some troublesome pests are the
white fly, serpentine leaf miner, and two-spotted mite.
Proper control of plant disease is critical in greenhouse environments; where, high temperatures
and humidity are ideal for diseases to develop. Insect and nematode infestation can become
rampant under the confined greenhouse conditions. Control most fungus and virus diseases with
fungicides, proper sanitation and sterilization of soils, growth media, and equipment. Powdery
mildew (Erysiphe) is a common fungus disease on cucumbers; chemical controls are available.
Early control of white fly, aphid, and spider mite infestation is important. Nematodes may
become a problem in either soil or hydroponic culture. Sterilization of soil or hydroponic media
is used as a preventative measure.
The most desirable fruits are 11 inches or longer and average 3/4 to 1 pound. During peak
production, fruits need to be removed three or four times a week. A healthy plant should produce 24 to 30 marketable fruits.
For More Information.
Blom, T. J.; Straver, W. A. and F. J. Ingratta, 1984. Carbon Dioxide in Greenhouses. Fact Sheet Order
No. 84-026, AGDEX 290/27. Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Parliament Bldgs., Toronto, Ontario,
Canada.
Blom, T. J.; et al., 1987. Water Quality for Greenhouse Crops. Fact Sheet Order No. 87-045, AGDEX
290/15. Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Parliament Bldgs., Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Carpenter, T. D., 1982. Analyzing and Managing Nutrition of Vegetables Grown in Upright Polyethylene Bags. J. Plant Nut. 5:1-83-1089.
Eysinga, J. P. N.; Van, L. R. and K. W. Smilde, 1981. Nutritional Disorders in Greenhouse Tomatoes,
Cucumbers and Lettuce. Centre for Agricultural Pub. And Doc. Wageningen, The Netherlands.
Growers Books, 1980. Cucumbers. Grower Guide No. 15, Grower Books, London.
Hochmuth, G., 1990. Greenhouse Vegetable Production Handbook. Volumes 1-3. Circulars 46-48.
Florida Cooperative Extension Service, C. M. Hinton. (Minimal charge for each volume)
Hochmuth, G., 1993. Production of Florida Greenhouse Vegetables in Rockwool: Greenhouse Design
and Crop Management. Florida Cooperative Extension Service. Bulletin SP110, 24 pp. (Minimal
charge)
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Johnson, H and G. Hickman, 1984. Greenhouse Cucumber Production. Publication No. 2775. Cooperative Extension, University of California, Berkeley, CA.
Lamont (Jr.), W. J. and C. W. Marr. Hydroponic Systems. Bulletin 11, Cooperative Extension Service.
Kansas State University.
Lorenz, O. A. and D. A. Maynard, 1988. Knotts Handbook for Vegetable Growers, 3rd Edition.
Wiley & Interscience, New York, NY.
Nelson, P. V., 1984. Greenhouse Operation Management. Reston Publishing Co., Inc., Reston, VA.
Northeast Regional Agricultural Engineering Service. Storage of Fruits, Vegetables, and Floriculture
Crops. Northeast Regional Agricultural Engineering Serv., Cornell University, Ithaca, NY.
Schiales, F. D., 1982. Greenhouse Production of Vegetable Plants. ARS-USDA. Proceedings, Misc.
Publ.. No. 1422, 4 pp.
Straver, W. A., 1983. Growing European Seedless Cucumbers. Fact sheet, Order No. 83-006,
AGDEX 292/21, Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Parliament Bldgs., Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Wilcox, G. E., 1979. European Greenhouse Cucumber Production in Nutrient Film Systems. Cooperative Extension Service, Purdue University, Fact Sheet, HO-168, 4 pp. (Minimal charge)
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HYDROPONIC LETTUCE
This information was summarized from the following publication: A Handbook for the Production of CEA-Grown Hydroponic Lettuce, 1995.
The process discussed below is for a production-intensive program, where the lighting and
electrical power usage is high. Computer technology is an integral part of this type of production
of hydroponic lettuce. For the production of 1000 heads (5 ounce) per day, a 7100 ft2 growing
area is required, which includes spacing of plants at day 21, from 9 plants/ft2 to 3.5 plants/ft2. To
first grow leaf lettuce hydroponically, the growing process is broken into two different areas: the
germination area and the pond area. In the germination area, the seeds are started and grown for
11 days; after 11 days they are transplanted to the pond area. The pond area is where the lettuce
is grown until harvested on the 35th day. Below are the steps for a 5-ounce head of leaf lettuce.
Germination
The germination area is where lettuce is grown for the first 11 days. The seedlings develop best
under constant lighting conditions with specific closely controlled temperature, relative humidity, carbon dioxide, and irrigation.
The starting temperature is maintained at 68oF. After planting, the seed they should be covered
with plastic humidity cover to ensure high relative humidity. After one day, the temperature
raised to 77oC. On the second day after planting, the humidity cover is removed. The high
humidity for the first two days is to ensure the seed does not desiccate. The third and fourth days
are for the removal of double seedlings to ensure a uniform crop. It is critical to have consistent
environmental conditions and consistent plant growth during this stage. Day five is reserved for
selecting seedlings based on the size and expansion of their first true leaf (~ 1 cm diameter).
Those unacceptable should be discarded. Expect a 20-30 percent disposal. This is a vital process for the uniformity of the crop. After the fifth day, the seedlings now require watering more
frequently due to their growth. Flooding for the sub-irrigation system should take place four
times a day for 15 minutes.
Transplanting
The 11th day, the roots of the seedlings have grown through the bottom of the plug tray. The
seedlings should now be transplanted to the pond area. When transplanting avoid damaging the
exposed roots. The seedling plugs float in the pond of styrofoam floaters, each plug is inserted
into a pre-cut, square, 0.3 in2 in area, centered on a 15.5 in2 area styrofoam floater. The floaters
with seedlings are then placed and positioned in the pond.
Pond Area
Controlling the environment within the pond area is important, due to the intensity of the program. The temperature controls the rate of plant growth. The set points for the temperature
should be 75oF for daytime and 65oF for nights. Relative humidity influences the transpiration
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rate of plants. High relative humidity of the air causes less water to transpire which causes less
transport of nutrients from the roots to the leaves. The set points for relative humidity should be
from 30% to 70%. CO2 concentration influences the amount of photosynthesis (growth) of
plants and concentrations of 1000-1500 ppm can speed growth. The environmental set points for
CO2 concentrations should be 1000 ppm for light hours and 350 ppm for dark hours. The measurement of dissolved oxygen indicates the amount of oxygen available in the pond nutrient
solution for the roots to use in respiration. Lettuce grows satisfactorily at a level of 4 ppm, but
the level should usually be maintained at 8 ppm. The set point for the dissolved oxygen is 4
ppm. The pH of the nutrient solution is a measurement of the number of hydrogen ions and a pH
of 5.8 is considered optimum for the described growing system. A range of 5.6 - 6.0 for the pH
is acceptable; therefore, the set points should be between 5.6 to 6.0. Electrical conductivity
measures the amount of dissolved salts in a solution, and for optimum production, the set points
should be from 2920 to 3180 micromho/in.
With the environment controls in place, the seedlings are placed in the pond area where they will
stay until harvested. On day 18 the leaves will have expanded to cover much of the styrofoam
floaters and a head of lettuce will weigh approximately 0.4 oz. On the 21st, day the leaves will
have grown to a point where they will interfere with the growth of neighboring plants. At this
time the plants should be respaced, which will allow adequate space for new growth. The new
spacing should be changed from 9 plants/ft2 to 3.5 plants/ft2, thereby allowing for sufficient
lighting and spacing for growth until harvested on the 35th day.. Heads will weigh approximately 0.75 oz. On days 25 and 32, the individual lettuce plants will weigh approximately 1.7
and 4 oz respectively.
Harvesting
The 35th day is reserved for harvesting, at which time the head of lettuce should weigh approximately 5 oz. The consistent growing conditions and proper production scheduling for hydroponic lettuce production ensures the crop size will be uniform in size and quality.
For More Information
Both, A. J., 1995. Dynamic Simulation of Supplemental Lighting for Greenhouse Hydroponic Lettuce
Production. Ph.D. Dissertation, Cornell University Libraries, Ithaca, NY, 172 p.
Goto, E.; Both, A. J.; Albright, L. D.; Langhans, R. W. and A. R. Leeds, 1996. Effects of Dissolved
Oxygen Concentration on Lettuce Growth in Floating Hydroponics. Acta Horticulture 440:205-210.
Goto, E.; Albright, L. D.; Langhans, R. W. and A. R. Leed, 1994. Plant Spacing Management in Hydroponic Lettuce Production, ASAE Paper 944574. ASAE, 2950 Niles Road, St. Joseph, MI 49085-9659,
13 p.
Hochmuth, G., 1990. Greenhouse Vegetable Production Handbook. Volumes 1-3. Circulars 46-48.
Florida Cooperative Extension Service, C. M. Hinton. (Minimal charge for each volume)
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Hochmuth, G., 1993. Production of Florida Greenhouse Vegetables in Rockwool: Greenhouse Design
and Crop Management. Florida Cooperative Extension Service. Bulletin SP110, 24 pp. (Minimal
charge)
Schiales, F. D., 1982. Greenhouse Production of Vegetable Plants. ARS-USDA. Proceedings, Misc.
Publ.. No. 1422, 4pp.
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CARNATIONS, DIANTHUS CARYOPHYLLUS L.
This information was summarized from the following publications: Ball RedBook - Greenhouse Growing, 1985, and Growers Guide - Carnations, 1996.
The carnation is most famous for its use as a cut flower in the florist trade. The carnation is a
member of the Caryophyllaceae or pink family. White is still the most popular color, followed
by various shades of pink. Carnations are semi-hardy perennials treated as annuals. They grow
best in well-drained soil exposed to full sun and cool conditions. The lightly-to-heavily fragrant
blooms are excellent for cut flowers and bedding plants, and the miniature types can be used in
pot culture. Foliage is slightly-to-light green, linear, and borne on stiff erect stems. Flowers are
2 to 2.5 inches in diameter, usually fully-double, and exhibit a wide range of colors.
Carnations are divided by height into two classes: miniature types especially suited to container
productionheight range is 10 to 14 inch, and tall types best for growing in the garden range
height range 15 to 24 inch.
Some carnation varieties are:
Standard
Color
Scania
Red
Improved White Sim
White
Nora
Dark Pink
Baranna Soana
Light Pink
Peters New Pink Sim Light Pink
S. Arthur Peterson
Red & White Stripe Novelty
Pink Ice Novelty
Scarlet/White Novelty
Miniatures
White Elegance
Dads Crimson
Star Five
Tinkerbell
Barbi
Goldilocks
Elegance
Orange Picotee
Maj. Britt

Color
White
Red
Red
Pink
Pink
Yellow
Pink/White Novelty
Orange Novelty
Purple/yellow novelty

Carnations grown as bedding plants are propagated from seed; although, they can be propagated
from cuttings. The black seeds are flattened, circular, slightly twisted, and are about 0.1 in. in
diameter. There are approximately 14,000 seeds per ounce.
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Carnation seeds are readily planted with an automatic seeder or can be sown by hand. The
germination medium must be well drained and free of pathogens to prevent disease problems,
and should be throughly moistened before receiving the seeds. The pH of the soil should be
between 5.5 to 6.5. The seeds are sown on the soil surface and covered with 0.12 inches of fine
vermiculite to retain moisture. After sowing, the seed trays should be covered with clear polyethylene to retain the moisture. The optimum germination temperature is 70oF.
Germination begins in 8 to 10 days, but may take as long as two to three weeks. After germination the cover is removed and the temperature is lowered to 60oF until transplanting. Make sure
the seedlings are not water stressed during this period. The seedlings will benefit from one or
two light feedings with a well balanced fertilizer applied at 50 to 100 ppm nitrogen.
Transplanting takes place when the plant has attained two to four true leaves, which takes about
one to four weeks. The pH of the soil should be between 5.5 and 6.5 when the plants are transplanted. A soil test should be performed beforehand so adjustments can be made if necessary.
The carnations can be grown in 4-in pots or in flats with 48 to 72 plants per flat. The carnations
should be placed flat to flat in full sun and raised off the ground to prevent rooting into the
ground. Carnations grow best at cool temperatures. Upon transplanting, the plants should be
watered throughly and held at a temperature of 60oF for a day or two. After the two days, the
daytime setting should be 65oF and the nighttime setting should be 50 to 60oF. For shorter
plants, the daytime setting is 50 to 60oF and night setting at 65oF. Carnation standards need
disbudding and taping of the flower bud to prevent splits.
Some growers move the carnations outside, after they are well established and growing, to open
up greenhouse space for younger plants. The grower needs to protect the plants from freezing
temperatures and frost, if this procedure is used.
There are several plant problems which the grower must be aware of. Carnation root rot
(fusarium oxysporum) is a common, and increasing problem among grower the world over.
Also, there are diseases which include leaf scorch - caused by a high fluoride content in the
water. Some insects they should be aware of are leaf miners, aphids, and spider mites. Carnations are also susceptible to ozone injury which can be caused by improper ventilation of the
heating equipment.
For More Information
Aldrich, Robert A. and John W. Bartok, 1990. Greenhouse Engineering. Northeast Regional Agricultural Engineering Service, Ithaca, NY, 203 p.
Armitage, Allan M., 1993. Specialty Cut Flowers. (ISBN 0-88192-225-0). Varsity Press Inc./Timber
Press Inc., Portland, OR.
Ball, Vic, 1991. Ball Red Book. 15th Edition. (ISBN 0-9626796-2-3). Ball Publishing, Batavia, IL.
Boodley, James W., 1981. The Commercial Greenhouse. (ISBN 0-8273-1718-2). Agriculture Ser.
Delmar. 568 pp.
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De Hertogh, August, (undated). Holland Bulb Forcers Guide. 4th Edition. The International FlowerBulb Centre, Hillegom, The Netherlands.
Fletcher, J. T., 1984. Diseases of Greenhouse Plants. (ISBN 1-883052-08-4). Longman Group Ltd.
Harlow, England.
International Flower Bulb Centre. Information on Special Bulbs. International Flower Bulb Centre
(IBC). Hillegom, The Netherlands.
Jarvis, William R., 1992. Managing Diseases in Greenhouse Crops. (ISBN 0-89054-122-1). APS
Press, St. Paul, MN.
Larson, Roy A., ed., 1980. Introduction to Floriculture, 2nd Edition. (ISBN 0-12-437650). Academic
Press, 607 p.
Laurie, Alex; et al., 1979. Commercial Flower Forcing, 8th Edition. (ISBN 0-07036633-0, C).
McGraw.
Mastalerz, John W., 1977. The Greenhouse Environment: The Effect of Environmental Factors on
Flower Crops. (ISBN 0-917328-44-2). Wiley. LC 77-6793.
Michigan State University, 1991. Commercial Potted Plant Manual. Michigan State University, 245
pp.
Nau, Jim, 1993. Ball Culture Guide - The Encyclopedia of Seed Germination. Ball Publishing,
Batavia, IL.
Salinger, John P., 1987. Commercial Flower Growing. (ISBN 0-409-70150-5 pbk). Butterworths,
Wellington, New Zealand. 269 pp.
Socalis, John N., 1993. Cut Flowers - Prolonging Freshness. (ISBN 0-9626796-7-4). Ball Publishing,
Batavia, IL, 110 p.
Vaughan, Mary Jane, 1988. The Complete Book of Cut Flower Care. (ISBN 0-88192-112-2). Timber
Press, Portland, OR, 145 p.
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ROSES
This information was summarized from the following publication: Ball RedBook - Greenhouse
Growing, 1985.
With the application of new technology in heat shields, high energy lighting, drip irrigation and
fertilizer application, high pressure mist for cooling and humidity control, and CO2 enrichment,
high quality roses can be produced in many areas.
Several varieties of cut roses are:
Hybrid Teas
Forever yours
Samantha (HID lights)
Golden Fantasie
Emblem
Bridal White
Pink Sensation
Sonia
Sweethearts and Floribundas
Mary Devor
Sassy
Coed
Golden Garnette
Bridal Pink
Junior bridesmaid
Jack Frost

Pink

Color
Red
Red
Yellow
Yellow
White
Pink
Color
Red
Red
Yellow
Yellow
Pink
Pink
White

The structure of the greenhouse needs to be one that will give full sunlight to all plants. There
should be no shading from other greenhouses, buildings or trees. The house should have 7-ft
gutters so the roses will not touch the glass when they are at their highest level of production.
Heating should be adequate to supply 60oF in the coldest weather and the source of heat should
be from the floor. Rose structures should supply warm humid atmospheres with high light
intensity during daytime. At night, a lower humidity with an even warm 60oF. The soil temperature should be at 65oF for winter production.
The time for planting roses is usually between January 1 and June 15. It is generally believed a
better practice to plant in January or February, and bring the plants into production in the early
summer. The timing for the harvesting of a rose crop is important too, for there is always an
increased demand for at holidays like Christmas, Valentines Day, Easter, and Mothers Day. To
meet the increased demand, enough of your crop needs to be pinched off prior to the holiday.
A very important part of rose production is rose cutting. Where you remove the rose from the
plant largely determines the ability of your plant to produce. The most common system of
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cutting is to cut to the second 5-leaflet leaf on the new wood. This will assure you another rose
within 7 weeks (42-45 days) from this cut. Another method is to soft-pinch all breaks as they
appear and cut the roses back below the pinch. Roses should be cut twice a day to assure that
none will open on the plant and be lost. It is also important that benches be cut at the same time
every day since 1 or 2 hours will result in a lot of blasting. Roses can last 5 to 7 days under
refrigeration at a 32 - 35oF temperature, 80 percent humidity if cut at the right stage of development. Sweetheart Roses and some hybrid teas can last over a week.
The rose plant requires a specific environment in order to control quality and productivity.
Controlling the temperature is a very important part of rose culture, especially on timing and
quality. The carbon dioxide levels should be maintained between 600 to 800 ppm. Weather can
have a very definite effect on the timing of roses. Cold and cloudy weather will slow the crop
down considerably; likewise, warm and balmy weather will speed it up. Rose buds should be the
size of a pea three weeks before the cut date.
The health of rose plants depends largely on the success in controlling diseases and insect pests.
The red spider must be controlled. The second most important pest is powdery mildew. Mildew
can ruin a rose crop unless checked. Watch for cold drafts from ventilation or broken glass
during the heating season. Avoid sudden drops in temperature.
For More Information
Aldrich, Robert A. and John W. Bartok, 1990. Greenhouse Engineering, Northeast Regional Agricultural Engineering Service, Ithaca, NY, 203 p.
Armitage, Allan M., 1993. Specialty Cut Flowers. (ISBN 0-88192-225-0). Varsity Press Inc./Timber
Press Inc., Portland, OR.
Ball, Vic, 1991. Ball Red Book, 15th Edition. (ISBN 0-9626796-2-3). Ball Publishing, Batavia, IL.
Boodley, James W., 1981. The Commercial Greenhouse. (ISBN 0-8273-1718-2). Agriculture Ser.
Delmar, 568 pp.
De Hertogh, August, (undated). Holland Bulb Forcers Guide, 4th Edition. The International FlowerBulb Centre, Hillegom, The Netherlands.
Fletcher, J. T., 1984. Diseases of Greenhouse Plants. (ISBN 1-883052-08-4). Longman Group Ltd.
Harlow, England.
International Flower Bulb Centre. Information on Special Bulbs. International Flower Bulb Centre
(IBC). Hillegom, The Netherlands.
Jarvis, William R., 1992. Managing Diseases in Greenhouse Crops. (ISBN 0-89054-122-1). APS
Press, St. Paul, MN.
Larson, Roy A., ed., 1980. Introduction to Floriculture, 2nd Edition. (ISBN 0-12-437650). Academic
Press, 607 p.
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Laurie, Alex; et al., 1979. Commercial Flower Forcing, 8th Edition. (ISBN 0-07036633-0, C).
McGraw.
Mastalerz, John W., 1977. The Greenhouse Environment: The Effect of Environmental Factors on
Flower Crops. (ISBN 0-917328-44-2). Wiley, LC 77-6793.
Michigan State University, 1991. Commercial Potted Plant Manual. Michigan State University, 245
pp.
Nau, Jim, 1993. Ball Culture Guide - The Encyclopedia of Seed Germination. Ball Publishing,
Batavia, IL.
Salinger, John P., 1987. Commercial Flower Growing. (ISBN 0-409-70150-5 pbk). Butterworths,
Wellington, New Zealand, 269 pp.
Socalis, John N., 1993. Cut Flowers - Prolonging Freshness. (ISBN 0-9626796-7-4). Ball Publishing,
Batavia, IL, 110 p.
Vaughan, Mary Jane, 1988. The Complete Book of Cut Flower Care. (ISBN 0-88192-112-2). Timber
Press, Portland, OR, 145 p.
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Section 4
GREENHOUSE HEATING SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION
Greenhouse heating is one of the most common uses of
geothermal resources. Because of the significant heating
requirements of greenhouses and their ability to use very
low- temperature fluids, they are a natural application. The
evaluation of a particular greenhouse project involves
consideration of the structure heating requirements, and
the system to meet those requirements. This chapter is
intended to provide information on each of these areas.

GREENHOUSE CONSTRUCTION
In order to make an evaluation of geothermal heating systems for greenhouses, it is first necessary to examine the
different heating requirements imposed by various construction methods.
At one time, greenhouses were constructed exclusively
of cypress wood frames and single glass lites. Recent
years have seen substantial changes in construction techniques and materials. In general, construction may be
considered to fall into one of the following four categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Glass
Plastic film
Fiberglass or similar rigid plastics
Combination of two and three.

All of the above are generally constructed of steel or aluminum frames.
Glass greenhouses are the most expensive to construct
because of both the cost of the glazing material and the
requirement for a stronger framework to support the glass.
In many cases, fiberglass panels are employed on the side
and end walls of the structure. The building profile is
generally of peaked design, with 36 and 42 ft widths, and
lengths in 20 ft increments most common. This type of
greenhouse is preferred by growers whose plants require
superior light transmission qualities. In addition to offering the highest light quality, the glass greenhouse also
has the poorest energy efficiency. Heating costs are high
because of the poor insulating quality of single glazing
and the high infiltration of cold air through the many

cracks in the construction. This issue of high transmission loss has been addressed in recent years through the
introduction of new, double glazing panels for glass
houses. However, because of the expense of these panels
and their effect upon light transmission, most glass greenhouses remain single layer.
Plastic film greenhouses are the newest variation in greenhouse construction techniques. This type of structure is
almost always of the arched roof or quonset hut design.
The roof can come all the way down to the ground or can
be fitted with side walls. The side walls, if employed, and
end walls are generally of fiberglass construction. Maintenance requirements for the plastic film are high in that it
generally requires replacement on 3-year intervals or less,
depending on the quality of the material. Most plastic
film houses employ a double layer of film separated by
air space. The air space is maintained by a small blower
that pressurizes the volume between the layers. This
double poly design is a very energy efficient approach to
greenhouse design. Double poly not only reduces transmission losses (losses through the walls and roof) by 30
to 40%, but also substantially reduces infiltration (in leakage of cold air). Although the plastic film tends to lose
more heat than glass through radiation, the net effect is a
reduction in heating requirements compared to glass construction. Infiltration is reduced because the cracks
present in other types of construction are eliminated
through the use of the continuous plastic film. As a result, there is less opportunity for the cold outside air to
penetrate the structure. The superior energy efficiency of
the film construction comes at the price of reduced light
transmission, however. As a result, highly light sensitive
crops cannot be grown in the double-poly greenhouse as
successfully as in other constructions. These greenhouses
are generally constructed in 30 ft width, and 100 and 150
ft lengths.
Fiberglass greenhouses are similar in construction to the
glass houses described above. They are generally of
peaked roof design, but require less structural support as
a result of the lower weight of the fiber glass. Heat loss of
the fiberglass house is about the same as the glass house.
Although the fiberglass material has a lower conductivity
than glass, when considered in the overall building heat
loss, this has little effect.
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HEATING REQUIREMENTS
In order to select a heating system for a greenhouse, the
first step is to determine the peak heating requirement for
the structure. Heat loss for a greenhouse is composed of
two components: (a) transmission loss through the walls
and roof, and (b) infiltration and ventilation losses caused
by the heating of cold outside air.
To evaluate transmission loss, the first step is to calculate
the surface area of the structure. This surface area should
be subdivided into the various materials employed, i.e.
square feet of double plastic, square feet of fiberglass, etc.
For example, consider a fiberglass wall, double-poly roof
greenhouse 42 ft x 120 ft with 8 ft side walls (see Figure
1).

After determining the total surface area (A) of the various
construction materials, this value is then combined with a
design temperature difference (DT) and a heat loss factor
(U) for each component, to calculate the total transmission heat loss (q):
q = (A 1 x DT x U1) + (A 2 x DT x U2).
The design temperature difference is a function of two
values: (a) design inside temperature, and (b) design outside temperature. The inside design value is simply the
temperature to be maintained inside the space (typical
values appear in Table 1 range). The design outdoor temperature is not the coldest outdoor temperature recorded
at the site. It is generally considered to be a temperature
that is valid for all but 22 h/y during the heating season.
Acceptable values for various locations are generally
available from state energy offices or organizations such
as American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE, 1978).
Table 1. Temperature Requirements for Typical
Greenhouse Crops

Figure 1. Example greenhouse.
Determine the double poly area (roof only):
A1 = arch width x greenhouse length
A1 = 44.5 ft x 120 ft
A1 = 5,340 ft2
Fiberglass area (side walls and end walls),
Side walls:
As = height x length x 2
As = 8 ft x 120 ft x 2
As = 1,920 ft2
End walls:
Ae = 1,254 ft

2

Total fiberglass area:
A2 = As + Ae
A2 = 1,254 ft + 1,920 ft
A2 = 3,174 ft2.
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Day
Vegetables
Peppers
65-85
Tomato
70-75
Cucumber
75-77
Lettuce (hydroponic)
75
(Reduce temp. 2 o when picking)
(During germination, humidity 30-70%)
Flowers
Roses
Poinsettias
Easter Lilies
Carnations
Geraniums
Fuchsia

60-62
70-80
60
75
70-80 (max)
70 (min)

Night
60-65
62-65
70
65

62
64-72
50
65 (min)

For this example, assume a design outdoor temperature
of 0oF and a design indoor temperature of 60oF. This results in a design temperature difference (DT) of:
DT = 60oF - 0oF
DT = 60oF.
The final value in the transmission heat loss equation is
the heat transfer coefficient (U). Acceptable values for
various materials are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Glazing Material U Valuesa
Material
Glass
Fiberglass
Single poly
Double poly

Btu/h ft2 oF
1.10
1.00
1.15
0.70

a. Roberts, 1985
The U factor is also influenced by wind speed. The above
values are based upon a wind speed of 15 mph. If other
wind speeds are expected to occur at the design outside
condition, then allowances should be made for this by
adjusting the U factor are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. U Values at Various Wind Velocities
Material
0
Glass
0.765
Fiberglass
0.695
Single poly 0.810
Double poly 0.535

5
0.951
0.865
1.000
0.631

10
1.040
0.949
0.090
0.675

Velocity (mph)
20
25
30
1.140 1.160 1.180
1.034 1.058 1.078
1.190 1.210 1.230
0.716 0.728 0.736

For the example, the transmission heat loss (qp) for the
double poly roof area is:
qp = 5340 ft2 x 60 oF x 0.70 Btu/h ft 2 oF
qp = 224,280 Btu/h
and for the fiberglass areas:
qF = 3,174 ft2 x 60oF x 1.00 Btu/h ft2 oF
qF = 190,440 Btu/h
Total transmission heat loss (q1) is then:
q1 = qp + qF
q1 = 224,280 Btu/h + 190,440 Btu/h
q1 = 414,720 Btu/h
As mentioned previously, total heat loss is a function of
two components: (a) transmission heat loss, and (b)
infiltra-tion. For greenhouse design, infiltration is generally analyzed via the air change method. This method is
based upon the number of times per hour that the air in
the greenhouse is replaced by cold air leaking in from
outside. The number of air changes which occur is a
function of wind speed, greenhouse construction, and
inside and outside temperatures. Table 4 outlines general
values for different types of greenhouse construction.

As the number of air changes is related to the volume of
the greenhouse, after selecting the appropriate figure from
above, it is necessary to calculate the volume of the structure. For the example structure, this is most easily accomplished in two steps. These figures do not include
ventilation.
Volume (V1) of the lower (rectangular) area of the greenhouse:
V 1 = end wall area x greenhouse length
V 1 = 627 ft,2 ft x 120 ft
V 1 = 75,247 ft3
Table 4. Air Change Data for Various Glazing
Materials
Material
Single glass
Double glass
Fiberglass
Single poly
Double poly
Single poly w/low fiberglass sides
Double poly w/low fiberglass sides
Single poly w/high fiberglass sides
Double poly w/high fiberglass sides

Air Changes/h
2.5 to 3.5
1.0 to 1.5
2.0 to 3.0
0.5 to 1.0
0.0 to 0.5
1.0 to 1.5
0.5 to 1.0
1.5 to 2.0
1.0 to 1.5

a. Roberts, 1985, ASHRAE, 1978.
From the above table, the number of air changes/h (ACH)
would be 1.0.
Heat loss (q2) caused by infiltration:
q2 = ACH x VT x DT x 0.018
q2 = 1.0 x 75,247 ft 3 x 60 oF x 0.018
q2 = 81,260 Btu/h
Total greenhouse heating (qT) requirement:
qT = q1 + q2
qT = 414,720 Btu/h + 81,260 Btu/h
qT = 495,980 Btu/h (98.41 Btu/ft2 of floor area)
This calculation assumes that infiltration will meet winter
ventilation requirements. If artificial ventilation is required
in excess of infiltration, this should be added to the peak
load.
This is the peak or design heating load for the greenhouse.
The heating equipment selected for the structure would
have to be capable of meeting this requirement.
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GREENHOUSE HEATING SYSTEMS
There are basically six different geothermal heating systems which are applied to greenhouses:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Finned pipe
Standard unit heaters
Low-temp. unit heaters
Fan coil units
Soil heating
Bare tube.

Often the choice of heating system type is not dictated by
engineering considerations such as maximum use of the
available geothermal resource or even the most economical system, but on grower preference. Grower preference
may be based strictly on past experience and familiarity
with growing crops with that system. It may also be influenced by factors such as the type of crop, or potential
disease problems. Some crops, such as roses and mums,
require closely controlled humidity and a considerable
amount of air circulation to prevent leaf mildew. If a radiant floor system is used, auxiliary circulating fans will
be required. Tropical and subtropical potted plants, on
the other hand, may require high humidity and higher soil
temperatures. In this case, a radiant, under the bench system will be preferred, perhaps combined with an overhead air system for snow melting, and to get maximum
sunlight during winter months in areas of high snow fall.
Certain flowering plants may require shading to control
blooming, thereby enabling the grower to market at the
most opportune time. The type and location of the shading cover can affect the placement of heating and air handling equipment and, perhaps, the type of heating.
All these things should be taken into consideration and
the heating system designer should maintain close communication with the grower in the selection of type and
the placement of heating devices.
The following paragraphs outline the performance of the
heating systems mentioned above.
Heat Exchangers
In most geothermal applications, a heat exchanger is required to separate actual heating equipment from the geothermal fluid. This is because of the scaling and corrosion
associated with most geothermal fluids. Generally, the
heat exchanger is placed between two circulating loops,
the geothermal loop and the clean loop, as shown in Figure.2.
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As a result of this heat exchanger, there is some loss in the
temperature of the fluid available for use in the actual
heating equipment. This temperature loss depends upon
the type of heat exchanger used. For plate-type heat exchangers, a temperature of 5 to 10 oF should be applied,
for shell and tube heat exchangers 15 to 20 oF, and for
homemade configurations 20 to 40 oF. For example, assuming a geothermal resource temperature of 150 oF is
available, use of a plate heat exchanger would result in
140oF supply water, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2.

Heat exchanger schematic.

Now that the heating requirement and supply water temperature has been established, various heating systems can
be evaluated with respect to their ability to meet this demand. For geothermal applications, the available geothermal resource temperature has a large impact upon the
system chosen. This is a result of the fact that certain
types of heating methods yield better results with
low-temperature fluid than others.
Finned Pipe
As the name implies, finned pipe is usually constructed of
steel or copper pipe with steel or aluminum fins attached
to the outside. These fins can either be circular, square or
rectangular in shape. In the size range employed in greenhouses, the steel pipe with steel fins is most common.
Since most finned-pipe heating equipment used in geothermal projects was originally designed for standard hot
water use, heating capacity is generally based upon 200oF
or higher average water temperature and 65 oF entering air
temperature. If the available supply temperature from the
geothermal system is less than the 200oF value, the capacity of the heating equipment, in this case finned pipes,
will be less than the rated value. In addition, heating capacity of finned pipe, usually expressed in Btu/h per lineal foot, is influenced by fin size, pipe size and flow velocity. Table 5 shows one manufacturers rating for equipment.

Table 5. Steam and Extended Hot Water Ratingsa (Bare Element)
Bare Heating
Elements
Rows
1
33 fins/ft
2
3
40 fins/ft
a.

1
2

240oF
1630
2810
3660

Hot Water Ratings, Btu/h/lf Average Water Temperature
230oF
220oF 210oF 200oF 190oF 180oF 170oF
1480
1370
1240 1120
1010
900
790
2570
2360
2140 1940
1760
1550
1370
3340
3080
2780 2520
2290
2020
1790

1750
2930

1600
2670

1470
2460

1330
2220

1220
2010

1090
1830

970
1610

850
1430

Vulcan, 1976

Table 6 shows the appropriate de-rating factors to be applied for average water temperatures of <190oF.
Table 6. Derating Factors (Vulcan, 1976).
Average Water
(oF)
180
160
140
120
100

Factor
0.80
0.62
0.47
0.30
0.17

It is important to note that the capacity of this equipment
is indexed to average water temperature, not supply water
temperature. In order to find average water temperature
(AWT), it is first necessary to calculate the temperature
drop (DT), which is found according to the following relationship:
DT = q/(500 x Q)
where
DT = temperature drop (oF)
q = heating requirement (Btu/h)
500 = constant, Btu/h gpm (oF)
Q = flow rate (gpm).
Using the greenhouse example from above, with a requirement of 495,980 Btu/h, assume a 150oF resource, a flow
of 50 gpm, and the use of a plate-type heat exchanger.
DT = (495,980 Btu/h)/(500 Btu/h gpm oF x 50 gpm)
DT = 20oF
With a 150oF resource and a 10oF loss across the heat exchanger, this results in a 140oF supply temperature (Ts).
Since a 20oF drop from supply to return was calculated,
the average water temperature is then:

AWT = Ts - (DT/2)
AWT = 140oF - (20oF/2)
AWT = 130 oF.
This provides the information required to select the necessary length of finned-pipe heating element required.
Using Table 5, for a 2-in. steel element having 4-1/4 in.(1
row) square fins spaced at 33/ft, output at 200 oF AWT
(factor of 1.00) is 1120 Btu/h lf. Using a correction factor
of 0.385 from Table 15.6, actual capacity will be 0.385 x
1120 Btu/h lf = 431 Btu/h lf at the 130oF AWT.
With this value and the heating requirement of 495,980
Btu/h, calculate the length (l) of element required as:
l = (495,980 Btu/h)/(431 Btu/h lf)
l = 1,151 ft.
This large length requirement points up the limitation of
finned pipe with respect to low temperature. As average
water temperature falls below about 150oF, large lengths
of finned element are required to meet the heating load in
colder regions. As a result, finned pipe is not a particularly good choice for low-temperature resources.
Finned elements are generally installed along the long
dimension of the greenhouse adjacent to the outside wall.
Improved heat distribution is achieved if about one-third
of the total required length is installed in an evenly spaced
pattern across the greenhouse floor (ASHRAE 1978). This
system has the disadvantage of using precious floor space
that would otherwise be available for plants. In addition,
it is less capable of dealing effectively with ventilation if
it is required. Maintenance requirements are low, particularly if a heat exchanger is used. In addition, the
natural convection nature of the finned pipe system does
not increase electrical costs as a result of fan operation.
The costs for finned pipe elements are a function of the
type and size of piping (steel or copper), and fin spacing
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(fins/ft). It is not possible to present costs for all combinations of these characteristics; however, Table 7 should
serve to illustrate cost trends in fin pipe equipment.
Table 7. Comparative Costs of Finned Pipe Elements.
Element
Copper/aluminum (3/4 in., 33 fin/ft)
Copper/aluminum (1 in., 33 fin/ft)
Steel/steel (1-1/4 in., 33 fin/ft)
Steel/steel (1-1/4 in., 40 fin/ft)
Steel/steel (2 in., 24 fin/ft)
Steel/steel (2 in., 33 fin/ft)

Cost/lf ($)
5.40
7.50
11.00
12.30
10.80
12.60

For labor cost estimating, a value of 0.25 to 0.35 man
hours per lineal foot can be employed for finned pipe installation (Khashab, 1984).

Because these units are generally constructed with copper tubes, even very small concentrations of dissolved
hydrogen sulphide (H 2S) or ammonia (NH3) will result in
rapid failure. In addition, the long path through which
the water must flow in the unit heater can result in scaling
if the fluid has this tendency. As a result, a unit heater
system should not be applied without an isolation heat
exchanger.
Using information from the example greenhouse, unit
heaters can be selected to meet the heating requirement.
Example conditions are given in Table 10.
From Table 9, find a correction factor of 0.571. This factor is then applied to the capacity values shown in Table 8
to adjust them to the system conditions.
Table 9. Unit Heater Correction Factorsa (Modine,
1979).

Standard Unit Heaters
Unit heaters consist of a finned coil and small propeller
fan contained in a pre-designed unit. These units are available in either horizontal or vertical configurations and are
generally hung from the greenhouse structure at roof level.
Air is discharged either directly into the greenhouse or
into a perforated plastic distribution tube (poly tube).
As with the finned pipe equipment, unit heaters are generally rated at 200oF entering water temperature (EWT)
and 60oF entering air temperature (EAT). Changes in either of these two parameters will affect unit capacity (usually expressed in Btu/h). Since most geothermal resources
applied to greenhouses are <200oF, some adjustment of
unit capacity is necessary. Table 8 shows a typical set of
manufacturers performance data for unit heaters at standard conditions (200oF EWT/60 oF EAT). To adjust for
other conditions, Table 9 values are employed. It is important that the gpm values shown in Table 8 are met.
Providing a unit with a flow less than that shown will decrease capacity.
Table 8. Hot Water Unit Heater Ratingsa (Modine,
1979).
Final
Air
Model Btu/h
GPM CFM Temp HP
A
90,000 9.0
1775 110
1/6
B
133,000 13.4
3240 100
1/3
C
139,000 14.0
2900 107
1/3
D
198,000 20.0
4560 102
1/2
E
224,000 22.0
4590 108
1/2
F
273,000 27.0
5130 108
1/2
a.
Standard Conditions, 200oF EWT/60oF EAT.
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EWT ( F)
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
o

a.

40
0.293
0.439
0.585
0.731
0.878
1.024
1.170

EAT(oF)
60
80
0.143
-00.286 0.140
0.429 0.279
0.571 0.419
0.714 0.559
0.857 0.699
1.000 0.833

100
-00.069
0.137
0.273
0.410
0.547
0.684

To be applied to standard ratings.

Table 10.

Unit Heater Example Conditions.

Condition
Load
Resource temperature
Heat exchanger loss
Supply water temperature
Greenhouse inside design temp.

Value
495,980 Btu/h
150oF
10oF
140oF (150-10oF)
60oF

For greenhouses over 50 ft in length, it is advisable to
place unit heaters at each end to allow for better heat distribution. Assuming two units are used in this case, each
would need a capacity (q) of:
q = (495,980 Btu/h)/2 = 247,990 Btu/h.
To convert this to an equivalent in Table 9, dividing by
the above correction factor of 0.571:
q = (247,990 Btu/h)/0.571 = 434,308 Btu/h.

A two-unit system will not work because the largest unit
capacity for a horizontal configuration is 273,000 Btu/h.
The next step is to try a four-unit systemtwo-unit heaters at each end of the house. In this case, each unit would
have a capacity of:
q = (434,308 Btu/h)/2 = 217,154 Btu/h.
This results in half the capacity calculated for the single
unit above.
The proper selection would be the E unit at a capacity
of 224,000 Btu/h. This is slightly more than the required
217,154 and will allow for a margin of safety in the design. As shown, the flow requirement (Q) for the four
units will be:
Q = 22 gpm x 4 units = 88 gpm.
If the available flow rate is less than this value, unit capacity would have to be corrected for operation at this
reduced flow, possibly resulting in the need for additional
units.
Two types of hot-water unit heaters are commonly used
in greenhouse applications: horizontal and vertical. Of
these two configurations, the horizontal unit is the more
common. Vertical unit heaters are generally available in
larger capacities than the horizontal units. In addition to
the unit heater itself, a poly tube adapter is frequently
required to attach the distribution system to the front of
the heating device. Prices for each of these items are shown
in Table.11. Capacities for unit heaters are based on 200oF
entering water temperature.
Poly tube adapter costs are given in Table 12.
Table 11. Horizontal and Vertical Unit Heater Costsa.
Horizontal Unit Heaters
Capacityb
Cost
(MBH)
($)
23
822
44
874
66
995
97
1210
133
1294
153
1294
198
1581
257
1311
a.
b.

Means, 1996.
1000 Btu/h.

Table 12. Poly Tube Adapter Costsa.
Size
(in.)
12
18
24

Cost
($)
100
115
175

a. Roper, undated.
Low-Temperature Unit Heaters
Low-temperature unit heaters are similar to standard unit
heaters; but, their design is optimized for low-water temperature operation. These units incorporate a more effective water coil and a higher capacity fan. They are larger
and heavier than standard unit heaters, and in some applications, may require additional support if suspended from
the ceiling. These units are horizontal in configuration
and use a propeller-type fan.
Performance of the low-temperature unit heaters falls between that of standard unit heaters and fan-coil units.
Performance curves for this equipment appear in Figure
13. Costs appear in Table.14.
As indicated in the table, this equipment is rated in terms
of its capacity per degree of entering temperature difference (ETD). Entering temperature difference is calculated by subtracting the space air temperature from the
supply water temperature. For a greenhouse maintained
at 60 oF with a supply water temperature of 125oF, an ETD
value of 65 oF would result.
Table 13.

Low-Temperature Unit Heaters Performance Data (Modine, 1985)

Water
Btu/EF of Entering Temperature Difference
Flow (gpm) Single Fan (3850 cfm) Two Fan (7700 cfm)
5
1500
2500
10
2200
3600
15
2500
4300
20
2750
4900
25
2850
5300
30
3000
5650
35
3100
5800
40
3100
6000
Based on the example, greenhouse heat loss of 495,980
Btu/hr, a 125oF supply water temperature, and a 30 oF DT,
the following calculations can be made:
System flow rate = 495,980 Btu/hr ÷ (500 · 30)
=33.1 gpm
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Using two units, the single fan rate would have a capacity
of:
33.1 ÷ 2 = 16.6 gpm ea.
From Table 13:
Interpolate for capacity @ 16.6 gpm
= 2,580 Btu/hr oF ETD
Capacity = 2,580 · 65
= 167,700 Btu/hr
Number of units required:
= 495,980 Btu/hr ÷ 167,700
=2.96 or 3 units

Capacity @ 16.6 gpm = 4,492 Btu/hr oF ETD
@ 65oF ETD capacity
= 4,492 · 65
= 291,980 Btu/hr
Number of units required:
= 495,980 Btu/hr ÷ 291,980 Btu/hr
= 1.70 or 2 units.
Table 14. Cost Data for Low-Temperature Unit
Heaters
$2,800
$5,100

Fan Coil Units
These units are similar to the standard unit heater discussed
previously. They consist of a finned coil and a centrifugal blower in a single cabinet. A few manufacturers offer
units in an off-the-shelf line for low temperature greenhouse heating. It is much more common that they are
custom selected. The difference between the fan coil unit
and the hot-water unit heater is primarily in the coil itself.
In the fan coil system, the coil is much thicker and usually
has closer fin spacing than the coil in a unit heater. Unit
heaters generally have only a one or two row coil. A custom designed coil can have as many as six or eight rows.
The additional rows of tubes create more surface area.
The added surface area allows for more effective heat
transfer, resulting in the ability to extract more heat from
the water. To illustrate this, consider the unit heater selected in the previous section. Conditions are given in
Table 15.
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Unit Heater Examplea (two row)

Condition
Capacity
Air flow
Water flow
Supply water temperature
Leaving water temperature
Leaving air temperature

Value
127,904 Btu/h
(0.571 x 224,000) a
4,590 cfmb
22 gpm
140oF
128.4 oF
85.8oF

a. Model E unit heater.
b. Cubic ft/min.
Supplying the same temperature water to a fan coil unit
with a four-row coil would result in the values as shown
in Table 16.

Two-fan units:

Single fan unit
Two-fan unit

Table 15.

Table 16. Fan Coil Examplea (four-row)
Condition
Capacity
Air flow
Water flow
Supply water temp.
Leaving water temp.
Air in temp.
Air out temp.

Value
275,171 Btu/h
4,590 cfm
13.76 gpm
140oF
100oF
60oF
115oF

a. Four-row coil with 11 fins/in., 2.5 ft x 3.67 ft.
Using only 60% of the water flow, the fan coil unit has
the capability to more than double the heat output. In
addition, the leaving air temperature is raised to 115oF
from 85.8 oF.
This benefit is not without cost, however. The fan coil
units are generally larger and more bulky than the hotwater unit heater. As a result, they cost more. The larger
coils discussed above generally require a larger fan motor
to push the air through the added coil resistance. In this
case, the unit heater would require a 0.5 horsepower (hp),
motor and the fan coil unit would require a 1 hp motor.
These factors may be compensated for by increased capacity, thus requiring fewer units.
The ability to extract more heat from each gallon of water
pumped reduces well pumping requirements and allows
the development of more greenhouse area, using the same
resource. As a general rule of thumb, a well designed coil
can cool water down to within about 15 to 25 oF of the
space temperature. For example, if a greenhouse is to be
maintained at 60oF and the coils are supplied with water

at 120oF, a system DT of 120oF - (60 oF + 25 oF), or 35 oF
could be achieved. If the well flow is known, then the
total heat supplied (q) can be calculated as:
q = 500 x gpm x DT = Btu/h.
This figure can then be compared to greenhouse heat loss
to find the total area of greenhouse that can be developed.
The fan coil construction is very similar to that of the unit
heater. For the same reasons, it is not recommended that
they be applied without an isolation heat exchanger.
The fan-coil system is the most cost effective method for
extracting large quantities of heat from
very-low-temperature heating mediums.
Table 17 presents pricing information for fan coil equipment.
Table 17. Fan Coil Unit Prices (Means, 1996)
Unit
(cfm)
2000
4000
6000
8000
a.

Nominal Capacitya
Btu/hr
120,000
240,000
360,000
480,000

Cost
($)
1750
2500
3500
4500

@ 115oF supply air temperature

As with the unit heater, a poly tube adapter would be required if this equipment is to be attached to such a distribution system. For prices, see Table 12.
Soil Heating
This system generally involves using the floor of the greenhouse as a large radiator. Tubes, through which warm
water is circulated, are buried in the floor of the greenhouse. Heat from warm water is transferred through the
tube to the soil and, eventually, to the air in the greenhouse.
In the past, tube materials were generally copper or steel.
Because of corrosion and expansion problems with these
materials, nonmetallic materials have seen increasing application in recent years. The most popular of these is
polybutylene. This material is able to withstand relatively
high temperatures (up to ~ 180oF) and is available in roll
form for easy installation. PVC piping is only available in
rigid form and is limited with respect to temperature.
Polyethylene and similar materials are available in flexible roll form, but are (as PVC) generally limited in terms
of temperature handling ability.

A soil heating system is preferred by many operators because it results in very even temperature distribution from
floor to ceiling and does not obstruct floor space or cause
shadows. However, its ability to supply 100% of the heating requirements of a greenhouse necessitates a rather mild
climate and a low inside design temperature. This is caused
by the nature of heat transfer in the system. As heating
requirements are increased, the required heat output from
the floor is increased. In order to produce more heat, the
floor surface temperature must be increased. Very
quickly a point is reached at which it is difficult to spend
extended periods on such a hot floor. In addition, if plants
are grown on or near the floor (including benches), heat
transfer to the plants may be excessive with a radiant floor
system. As a result, this system is generally employed in
conjunction with another system such as unit heaters. The
floor system supplies the base load for the greenhouse
and the secondary system is used for occasional peaking
purposes.
The procedure for designing a floor system consists of:
1. Determining the heat load for the greenhouse.
2. Calculating the required floor temperature to
meet the load.
3. Calculating the required size, depth and spacing of the tubes.
The load analysis portion of the procedure has been covered. The next step is to determine the required floor surface temperature.
The heat output of the floor (usually expressed in Btu/h
ft 2) is a function of the floor surface temperature, greenhouse air temperature and average temperature of unheated
surfaces in the room (AUST). Heat output from the floor
occurs by two mechanisms: convection and radiation.
After the heat loss of the greenhouse has been calculated,
it is divided by the area of the floor which will be used for
heating purposes (usually about 10% less than the actual
floor area). Using the previous greenhouse example, 42
ft x 120 ft, with a total heat loss of 495,980 Btu/h, the
value for heat loss (q/A) is:
q/A = (495,980 Btu/h)/(42 ft x 120 ft x 0.90)
q/A = 109.4 Btu/h ft2.
This value is then used in the following equation to solve
for the required floor surface temperature (ASHRAE,
1984):
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where
Tf = floor surface temperature
Ta = indoor air temperature.
Before the above can be solved for Tf, a value for AUST
must first be calculated. As mentioned earlier, AUST is
the area weighted average temperature of unheated surfaces in the room. For a greenhouse, these surfaces are
the walls and roof.
Inside surface temperature can be calculated according to
the formula below. Referring back to the heat loss example, the greenhouse is constructed of both double poly
(roof) and single fiberglass (walls). The calculation for
AUST is:
IST = IDT - ((0.595 ÷ (1 ÷ U)) x DT)
where
IST = inside surface temperature (oF)
IDT = inside design temperature (oF)
U = glazing material U factor, Btu/h ft2 (oF)
DT = design temperature difference (oF).
For the example greenhouse, the inside surface temperature of the double poly roof area is:
IST = 60oF - ((0.595/(1/U)) x DT)
IST = 35.0oF.
The inside surface temperature for the single fiberglass
area is:
IST = 60oF - ((0.595/(1/U)) x DT)
IST = 24.3oF
AUST = (A1 x IST1 + A2 x IST2)/(A 1 + A2)

AUST = 31.0 F
o

This value can now be inserted into the equation for floor
temperature developed by ASHRAE as:
q/A = 0.15((Tf + 460/100) - (31.0 + 460/100) )
+ (0.32(Tf - 60)1.32 ) = 109.4 Btu/h ft2
4

Solving for Tf:
Tf = 103oF.
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4

This means that in order to meet the peak demand, a floor
surface temperature of 103oF would be required. Plants
could not be grown on or near such warm soil. In addition, the amount of time that workers could be exposed
would be limited. As a result, it would be advisable to
supply a portion of the design capacity with this system
and the rest with a secondary system. If the system is
designed for only 60% of peak requirements (65.5 Btu/h
ft 2), a floor temperature of only 84 oF would be required.
This figure is close to the maximum recommended floor
surface temperature of 85 oF for occupied areas. If the
greenhouse is occupied only for brief periods, this value
can be exceeded somewhat. A secondary system would
be used for peaking.
The next step is to determine the depth and spacing of the
tubes supplying the heat. Tube spacing and size is dependent upon the available water temperature. Generally,
depth is more a function of protecting the tubes from surface activity than system design, and a figure of 2 to 6 in.
below the surface is common.
Since it is the purpose of the floor panel system to use the
floor as a large radiator, it follows that the installation of
the tubing should result in as uniform a floor surface temperature as possible. This is accomplished by two general approaches: (a) placing smaller diameter tubes at close
spacing near the surface of the floor, or (b) placing larger
tubes spaced further apart at a greater burial depth. The
theory behind this approach is to reduce the difference
between the distance heat must travel vertically (from the
tube to the surface directly above it) and laterally (from
each tube to the surface between the tubes)(Adlam, 1947).
The depth at which the tubes are to be buried is often a
function of protecting them from surface activity. For
burial in the soil floor of a greenhouse, a depth of at least
2 to 3 in. should be employed. If crops are to be grown
directly in the soil, depth requirements are such that this
type of system becomes impractical.
Tubing size is a function of heating requirements. Common sizes are ½ in., 3/4 in. and 1 in. with the smaller sizes
used generally in the 2 to 4 in. depth and the larger lines
for depths of 5 in. and greater.
The final determination of the size and spacing is a function of heat output (Btu/ft 2) required, mean water temperature, soil conductivity, and burial depth.
The required heat loss is fixed by the type of greenhouse
construction used. Soil conductivity is also fixed by site
characteristics. As mentioned earlier, the minimum burial
depth is fixed by surface activity. As a result, the choice

of size and spacing is balanced against mean water temperature, the single parameter over which the designer has
some control. Table 18 lists some maximum mean water
temperatures for various situations. Employing mean
water temperatures above these values will result in floor
surface temperatures greater than 900F. If workers are to
spend extended periods in the greenhouse, floor surface
temperatures above this value would be unacceptable.
In addition to the maximum mean water temperature, it is
also important when making this calculation to be aware
of system DT (supply temperature minus return water temperature) and its impact upon system design. Temperature drops above approximately 15oF should employ a
double serpentine to balance the circuit output. For DT
below 15oF, a single serpentine can be used as shown in
Figure 3.
Table 18. Maximum Recommended Mean Water
Temperatures (oF)
Burial Depth
(in.)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Steel Pipe
k = .5 k = .75
111
105
116
110
122
115
125
117
128
120
134
125

Polybutylene
Tube
k = .5 k = .75
124
112
131
120
139
128
144
131
148
135
156
142

a. k = soil conductivity in Btu/hr ft oF
Using the heating requirement and floor surface temperature calculated above, some combinations of tubing size
and spacing can be determined. It will be assumed that,
because of surface activity, the tubes would have to be
buried a minimum of 3 in. below the surface. Soil conductivity is 0.75 Btu in./h ft2 oF. Resource temperature is
140oF and a flow of 60 gpm is available. Polybutylene
tubing will be employed. Plate heat exchanger loss is
7oF.

Figure 3. Single and double-serpentine piping layout.
This value is close to the recommended maximum mean
water temperature found in Table 18, so design can proceed. If this value had been above the recommended temperature, either the tubes would have to be buried deeper
or the radiant floor system operated at a lower supplywater temperature.
Subtracting the required floor surface temperature from
the mean water temperature results in the tube-to-surface
temperature difference. Using this and the value from
Figure 4, the heat out-put per lineal foot (lf) of tube can
be determined. From Figure 4, for a burial depth of 3 in.,

As a result of the heat exchanger loss, 133 oF fluid will be
available for supply. If the entire flow is used, the system
DT would be:
DT = (297,108 Btu/h)/(500 Btu/h gpm oF
x 60 gpm) = 9.9oF
The resulting mean water temperature (Tw) would be:
Tw = 133oF - (9.9oF/2) = 128oF
Figure 4. Heating output for radiant floor system.
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a value of 1.60 Btu/h lf oF for 3/4 in. tubing results. For 1
in. tubing due to greater surface area, the value would be
1.87 Btu/h lf oF.
The heat output per lf for each of these tubes would be
arrived at by multiplying the Btu/hr lf oF value times the
tube-to-surface temperature difference.
For 3/4 in. tube: 1.6 x (128oF - 84oF) = 70.4 Btu/h-lf
For 1 in. tube: 1.87 x (128 F - 84 F) = 82.2 Btu/h-lf
o

o

The tube spacing is determined by dividing the tube output per lineal foot into the heating requirement (per square
foot).
For 3/4 in. tube: (65.5 Btu/ft2 h)/(70.4 Btu/h lf)
= 0.93 lf/ft2
For 1 in. tube: (65.5 Btu/ft2 h)/(82.2 Btu/h lf)
= 0.80 lf/ft2.
Taking the inverse of the above results and multiplying
by 12 in./ft yields tube spacing:
For 3/4 in. tube: (1/0.93) x 12 = 12.9 in.
For 1 in. tube: (1/0.80) x 12 = 15.0 in.
In most cases, because of losses downward and at the
edges, a safety factor of 10 to 15% is added to the tube
requirements. This is most conveniently accomplished
by reducing the tube spacing by 10 to 15%.
In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the system to
other parameters, Table 19 shows some additional tube
spacing calculations that are made:
Table 19. Tube Spacing (in.)

Base case

Soil k
.75
.5
.75
.5
.5

Depth
3
3
6
3
6

MWT
128
128
128
118
118

Tubing
3/4 in. 1 in.
12.9
15.0
8.10
10.8
10.23
13.6
8.94
11.8
5.43
7.2

Using the base case tube spacing and 3/4 in. tubes, a total
of 4,218 ft of tubing will be required. In order that a reasonable pressure drop will be attained, the total 60 gpm
flow would be divided among a number of individual cir-
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cuits. At a velocity of approximately 3 ft/s, each circuit
would carry 5 gpm. This would require 12 circuits for the
total flow. If the 1 in. tubing is used, a smaller number of
higher flow circuits could be employed.
As suggested above, a heat exchanger is used in this case.
This is for two reasons: protection from scaling and control of temperature.
Control of temperature is the most critical. The only
method of controlling the output of a floor system is by
controlling the water temperature in the tubes. The use of
a heat exchanger allows this control to be carried out more
easily. The flow of geothermal fluid to the exchanger is
regulated to maintain a given supply temperature to the
heating loop as shown in Figure 2.
As suggested in the example, a great deal of piping material is required to supply just 60% of the peak requirement of a greenhouse in a cold location. In addition, the
inability to grow directly in or on the soil surface also
restricts the wide acceptance of this type of system.
The cost of both polybutylene and polyethylene piping is
a function of pipe size and the standard dimension ratio
(SDR). The SDR is related to the nominal pipesize divided by the wall thickness, or as the SDR increases, the
wall thickness decreases. Material costs shown in Table
20 are for SDR 11. This material is rated at 100 psi at
180oF (polybutylene) and 160 psi at 70oF (polyethylene).
Table 20. Polyethylene and Polybutylene Pipe Costs
(Means, 1996)
Size
(in.)
1/4
3/8
1/2
3/4
1

Polybutylene
($/lf)
0.32
0.40
0.40
0.74
1.25

Polyethylene
($/lf)
0.20
0.29
0.44

Bare Tube System
This system involves the use of bare tubing, usually small
diameter polybutylene or similar material. The tubing is
installed either on the floor or suspended under benches.
It is preferable for the tubing to be located low in the greenhouse, although a portion may be located overhead. Regardless of the installation location, it is very important
that the tubing be arranged such that each tube is sepa-

rated from the others. If the tubes are bunched together,
the effective surface area of each is reduced, thus lowering heating capacity.
In colder regions, this system encounters the same problem as the floor panel system in that large quantities of
tubing are required to meet the design requirement.
Control of the system in many cases has been manual by
way of gate valves. However, as with the floor panel system, the use of a heat exchanger can allow accurate control of temperature and, hence, output. Design of a system is based upon the average water temperature of the
heating loop. For a system using a heat exchanger:
1. Determine the flow of geothermal fluid available.
We will assume 80 gpm at 150oF for the example
case.
2. Calculate the greenhouse heat loss; i.e., 495,980
Btu/h for the example.
3. Determine the temperature drop in the available
water flow:
DT = q/(500 x gpm)
DT = (495,980 Btu/h)/(500 Btu/h gpm oF x 80 gpm)
DT = 12.4oF.
4. Determine heating loop average water temperature
(AWT) using:
Ts = Tg - 10oF
where
Ts
Tg
Ts
Ts

= supply temperature (oF)
= geothermal resource temp. (oF)
= 150oF - 10oF
= 140oF

AWT = Ts - (DT/2)
AWT = 140oF - (12.4oF/2)
AWT = 134oF
5. Calculate heat output per foot of tubing based on
the average water temperature (AWT) using:
q/l = ((1.016 x (1/D)0.2 x (1/Tavg)0.181 x (DT1.266 ))
+ ((15.7 x 10-10) x (T14 - T2 4))) x ft 2/lf pipe
where
D = tube outside diameter (in.)
Tave = 460 + (AWT + Tair )/2

DT = AWT - (Tair + 3 oF)
T1 = 460 + AWT
T2 = 460 + T 3
T3 = (AUST + T air)/2
Using a 3/4 in. tube, 60oF air temperature and 134oF AWT,
Btu/h lf for the example case:
((1.106 x (1/1.05)0.2 x (1/557)0.181 x (71)1.266)
+ ((15.7 x 10 -10) x ((594)4 - (505)4))) x (0.275)
q/l = 45.1 Btu/h lf
The total length (l) required to meet the design load becomes:
l = (495,980 Btu/h)/(45.1 Btu/h lf)
l = 10,997 lf
This length requirement can then be compared to requirements for other tubing sizes and water temperatures to
determine the most economical system.
Costs for polybutylene and polyethylene piping used in
the bare tube system are shown under the previous section.
The procedures presented in this chapter are intended to
familiarize the reader with some of the considerations
appropriate to greenhouse heating systems. It is strongly
recommended that the services of a consulting engineer
be retained for final design purposes.
PEAKING WITH FOSSIL FUEL
To this point, design methods in this chapter have been
based upon meeting 100% of the peak load with the geothermal heating equipment. Under some circumstances,
a strategy in which the geothermal system is designed for
less than 100% of the peak may be worthwhile.
A situation where this may be considered is one in which
a grower wishes to expand an existing operation, but is
faced with limited resource flow. Using low-temperature
effluent from the existing facility, it may be difficult to
configure a sysem which will meet the peak load, particularly with bare tube-type terminal equipment. In this case,
designing the geothermal system for 50 to 70% of the
peak and meeting the remaining load with a conven-tional
system may have some merit. In most climates, this design will still allow the geothermal to meet 95% or more
of the annual heating energy requirement.
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Climate Considerations
The rationale behind using different base load and peak
load heating systems lies in the annual temperature profile. Figure 5 presents a comparison of the number of
hours per year at various temperatures. It is apparent that
the annual number of hours at very low outside temperatures is quite low compared to the number of hours at
more moderate tempeatures.

side air temperature. For example, reading vertically from
30oF to the intersection with the curve and then horizontally to the axis, yields a figure of approximately 71%.
That is, 71% of the annual heating requirement occurs at
this design temperature.

Figure 6. Annual heating energy requirement.

Figure 5. Temperature occurrences, Klamath Falls,
Oregon.
This data is arranged in 5oF increments (i.e., 70o to 74 oF).
These 5oF increments are known as temperature bins
and data from which it comes is referred to as bin data.
Bin data for many locations in the U.S. is published by
the Defense Department in Engineering Weather Data,
AFM 88-29, 1978.
It is apparent from Figure 5, that a system designed for
100% of the peak load actually operates at those conditions for only a very few hours per year. As a result, a
system designed for 100% of the peak load is grossly under utilized.
The amont of energy required to heat a building (on an
annual basis) is determined by the number of hours occurring at outside temperatures less than the temperature
maintained in the structure. The quantity of annual energy required at a particular temperature bin is determined
by the number of hours at that bin and the temperature
difference between it and the inside temperature of the
structure. Summing the number of hours at various
outside temperatures permits the development of a cumulative heating requirement curve similar to that in Figure
6 . This particular plot was developed for an inside temperature of 60oF using the weather data from Figure 6.
The plot indicates the percentage of annual heating requirements occurring above (or below) a particular out-
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This is significant since the normal design temperature in
the Klamath Falls area is 0oF. A system designed for 30oF
would be only 50% the size of a system designed for 100%
of the load (IDT 60 oF). Despite this, it could capture 71%
of the annual heating requirements. In addition to this,
the down-sized system would capture most of the remaining 29% of heating energy requirement by operating in
parallel with a peaking system.
Figure 7 presents a plot of the annual energy requirements which could be met by a base load system designed
for various percentages of the peak load. This plot assumes that the base load system continues to operate (at
its maximum capacity) in parallel with the peak load system below the balance point. The 50% (of peak load)
system described above would capture approximately 93%
of the annual heating requirements of the structure (assuming a 60 oF IDT, 0oF ODT and Figure 5 weather data).

Figure 7. Annual heating capture, 60 oF inside
temperature, Klamath Falls, Oregon.

It is clear that due to the nature of temperature occurrences,
the base load heating system is capable of meeting only
half the peak heating requirement and still meets more
than 90% of the annual heating energy needs of a structure.
Peaking Equipment Capital Costs
Two broad approaches are available for the use of conventionally-fired peak heating equipment in a hot-water
greenhouse heating system: individual unit heaters and
central peaking boiler.
Individual unit heaters offer the advantage of zero floor
space requirements (since they can be hung from the ceiling). Because each unit requires accessory equipment (flue
pipe, thermostat, distribution poly tube, fuel line, electrical connection, etc.), the cost of a given amount of heating capacity is relatively high in comparison to the boiler
approach. This affect is compounded by the need to use a
large number of units to assure adequate air distribution.
For example, consider a 1-acre greenhouse for which a
peaking system capacity of 1,300,000 Btu/hr is required.
Although it is possible to supply this capacity with just
three or four large units, to assure adequate air distribution, a minimum of 8 or 10 units should be employed.
Costs for unit heater capacity assuming 10 units per acre
appear in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Peaking equipment costs.
The costs shown include, for the propane- (or natural gas),
fired unit heaters: unit heater (blower type), installation,
flue pipe and cap, thermostat and wire, fuel distribution
pipe (inside greenhouse), and electrical connection (120
v). Costs for the oil unit heater equipment reflects the
much higher cost for this type of unit and includes the
cost of a double-wall oil storage tank (2500 gal). Oilfired unit heaters are much more expensive (50 - 80%
depending upon size) than equivalent capacity gas-fired
units. This fact along with the cost of the oil tank tends to
push the cost of the oil-fired unit heater system far above

the other alternatives. All unit heater equipment costs
assume the use of blower-type units.
The central boiler approach involves the installation of a
peaking boiler downstream of the geothermal heat exchanger. The boilers function is to boost the supply water temperature to the heating equipment during the peak
load period. The higher water temperature allows a downsized tubing system to provide the required capacity to
meet the space heating requirement. Because only a single
piece of equipment (along with its accessory equipment)
is required, the cost of a given heat output is much lower
than for the unit heater equipment cited above. Figuer 8
presents costs for both propane- and oil-fired cast iron
boiler equipment. These costs include boiler, stack, electrical connection, fuel lines, controls, 3-way valve, circulating pump, installation, and for the oil system, a doublewall storage tank of 2500 gal.
Controls and Operational Considerations
The object of the peaking equipment is to provide the capacity difference between the structures requirement and
the capacity of the base load (geothermal) system. This
task must be accomplished in such a way as to produce
even heat output without compromising the performance
of the base load system.
Peaking with individual unit heaters is a simple process
with regard to controls. Each individual unit is equipped
with a thermostat which initiates operation of the unit when
additional capacity is required in the zone that it
serves. To eliminate unnecessary operation, it is useful to
incoprorate an outside temperature driven lockout to prevent use of the peaking unit above the balance point temperature.
For the boiler design, the situation is somewhat more complex. This results from the boiler being incorporated into
the heating loop. Because the boiler changes the temperature of the supply water, it not only influences the
output of the terminal equipment, but also the capacity of
the geothermal heat exchanger.
Figure 9 presents a common design for installing a boiler
on a circulating water loop. Located downstream of the
heat exchanger, the boilers function is to raise the supply
water temperature to the terminal equipment during the
peak heat load period. This is accomplished by resetting
the supply water upward as the outside air temperature
decreases. Table 21 presents a typical temperature reset
schedule. In this case, the boiler begins operation between
30 and 25oF outside air temperature. Actual temperatures
will vary with system design.
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Figure 9. Heating system flow diagram.
Table 21.

Typical Supply Water Temperature Reset Schedule and System Performance

Outside Air
Temp
25
20
15
10
5
0

Supply Water
Temp
140
149
159
168
177
186

Return
Temp
105.0
109.6
114.1
118.3
122.3
126.3

Geothermal Heat
Exchanger Capacity
2,116,000
1,866,000
1,627,000
1,407,000
1,197,000
989,000

As the supply water temperature rises, the output of the
terminal equipment rises. At the same time, the temperature of the return water rises as well.
The rise in return temperature occurs at a rate less than
the supply water increase due to the higher output of the
terminal equipment (which results in an increasing system DT). However, the rising return water temperature
erodes the capacity of the geothermal heat exchanger to
the extent that its capacity at the peak condition (0oF outside) is approximately 50% of its capacity prior to the initiation of boiler operation.
Table 22.
Outside Air
Temp
20
15
10
5
0
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Greenhouse
Load
2,116,000
2,418,000
2,721,000
3,023,000
3,325,000
3,627,000

Required
Boiler Output
0
552,000
1,092,000
1,616,000
2,128,000
2,638,000

%
Geothermal
100
77
60
47
36
27

The impact of this decreased geothermal heat exchanger
capacity is illustrated in Table 22 which compares the
performance of unit heaters and boiler peaking strategies
for the same example case.
As indicated for this example, the boiler design requires
approximately 78% more peaking fuel than the unit heater
design. At the peak condition (0oF), the unit heater supplies 58% of the heating energy needs of the structure
compared to the boilers 27%.

Comparison of Boiler and Unit Heater Peaking Strategies
Hrs/Yr
352
150
82
39
17

Boiler Fuel
(gal Propane)
3,107
2,591
2,085
1,317
617
9,717 gal

%
Geothermal
77
66
47
36
27

Unit Heater Fuel
(gal Propane)
1,687
1,440
1,180
748
407
5,462 gal

%
Geothermal
88
78
70
64
58

Table 23.
Peaking System Sizing Requirements (60oF Inside, 0oF Outside)
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Base Load System
Capacity (% of Peak)

Unit Heater System
Peaking Capacity (% of Peak)

Boiler Peaking
Capacity (% of Peak)

40
60
93
60
40
73
80
20
27
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
This means that the required capacity of the peaking boiler
is larger than that of the unit heater equipment for the
same application. This disparity in required capacity at
the peak load becomes more pronounced as the percentage of peak load carried by the base load system decreases.
For example, a system in which the base load capacity is
40% of the peak would suggest a peaking boiler sized for
60% of the load. In fact, due to issues discussed above,
the boiler would have to be sized for 93% of the peak.
Table 23 provides a summary of the peaking boiler and
unit heater sizing requirements for selected base load system capacities.

Figure 10. Unit heater annual energy displaced,
Helena, MT

Figure 11. Unit heater annual energy displaced,
Klamath Falls, OR

Figures 10, 11, and 12 present heating energy displaced
for unit heater type peaking systems in three different climates for a variety of inside temperatures set points. Figures 13, 14 and 15 present the same information for boiler
peaking system. Although the percent-ages of displaced
energy appear to be quite similar to the unit heater values
for boiler system, because the heating energy requirement
for greenhouses are so high, small percentage differences
translate into substantial fuel cost differences.

Figure 12. Unit heater annual energy displaced, San
Bernardino, CA

Figure 13. Boiler annual energy displaced, Helena,
MT
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Table 24 presents the fuel consumption for 1-acre greenhouse in the three climates for the same temperature set
points as in Figures 10 through 15. Using the Klamath
Falls climate data as an example, for a system with a base
load capacity of 60% of the peak and a 60 o day/60o night
set point, the boiler system would displace 94.8% of the
annual heating requirements compared to 97.2% for the
unit heater design.
Although these figures seem comparable, attaching fuel
consumption values to them clearly indicates the difference. Using data from Table 24, assuming the use of propane as the fuel, the boiler would require 4,613 gal/yr and
the unit heater system 2,484 gal/yr.
Figure 14. Boiler annual energy displaced, Klamath
Falls, OR

Cost of Implementation
Using Figures 10 through 15 along with Table 24, the
capital cost for equipment and the annual fuel cost can be
calculated for any application (based on the three climates for which data is provided). As discussed above,
the boiler approach is characterized by lower equipment
cost than the unit heater approach, but higher fuel consumption in a given application. As a result of this, for a
given set of conditions, there will be an optimum system
from a total cost standpoint.
Calculation of the lowest cost system for a particular application involves consideration of equipment ownership
cost (capital cost and financing), fuel costs, equipment
maintenance and fan energy (unit heater system).

Figure 15. Boiler annual energy displaced, San
Bernardino, CA

This is best illustrated with an example. Consider a 1-acre
greenhouse to be built in a moderate climate (Klamath

Table 24. Fuel Consumption for 1-Acre Greenhouse - Btu x 109
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Helena, MT
Klamath Falls, OR
San Bernardino, CA
60o/60o
7.36
5.59
1.78
60o/55o
6.37
4.52
1.09
65o/60o
7.59
5.81
1.88
65o/65o
8.69
6.96
2.77
______________________
Notes: Double poly roof, single fiberglass sides, 1 ACH.
To convert to gallons of propane per year, divide by 63,000.
To convert to gallon of fuel oil per year, divide by 93,000.
To convert to therms of natural gas, divide by 70,000.
Conversions assume 70% efficiency.
At $1.00/gal and 70% efficiency, fuel oil cost $10.20/109 Btu and propane
$15.87/109 Btu. At the same efficiency at $0.50 per therm, gas cost $7.14/10 9 Btu.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Falls) in which effluent from an existing facility will be
used as the supply for the new construction. Using the
effluent will permit the heating system to meet 55% of
the peak load. Propane will be employed for the peaking
fuel and inside temperature set point will be 60oF day and
night.

consumption is a function of the size and number of unit
heaters installed. Assuming 10 units at 125,000 Btu/hr
each, the fan motor in each unit would be 1/3 hp. For 10
units, 3.3 hp or approximately 2.9 kW. For 1325 hours
per year operation, the electric consumption would amount
to 1590 kWh or about $111 at $0.07/kWh.

Assuming a double poly roof/single fiberglass construction, the peak heating load for the structure would be 2.77
x 106 Btu/hr. As a result, the unit heater peaking equipment would be sized for 0.45 x 2,780,000 - 1,247,000
Btu/hr. The boiler would be sized (interpolating from
Table 23) for 0.75 x 2,770,000 = 2.16 x 106 Btu/hr. From
Figure 8, the capital cost for the peaking system would be
$37,000 for the unit heaters and $42,500 for the boiler.
Based on 15 years/8% financing, the annual cost of the
unit heater equipment would be $4,322 and $4,694 for
the boiler system.

Table 25 presents a summary of the costs for the two peaking systems in both $ and $/ft2 of greenhouse.

Using Figures 10 to 15 and Table 24, the annual propane
consumption for the unit heater system would be 4,436
gallons ((1 - 0.95) x 5.59 x 109 ÷ 63,000) and 7,892 gallons ((1 - 0.911) x 5.59 ÷ 63,000) for the boiler system.
Assuming a value of 2% of capital cost for equipment
maintenance, the cost for the boiler system would be $850/
yr and for the unit heater system $740/yr. Fan energy

In this case, the unit heater design is the clear choice due
to its lower equipment and fuel costs. If fuel oil was to be
the peaking fuel in the same situation, the results are quite
different. Table 26 presents the results for the oil case.
In the case of fuel oil, the much higher cost of oil-fired
unit heater equipment tends to be the pivotal cost item.
Despite the lower fuel costs for the unit heater system, the
boiler design is the clear choice.
Figures 16, 17 and 18 summarize the cost data discussed
in the previous section and present the total costs associated with the peaking system for the three climates
discussed in this report. In each case, the costs are presented in $/ft2 of greenhouse, a value commonly used in
the greenhouse industry.

Table 25. Summary of Peaking System Costs - Propane Example
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Unit Heaters
Boiler
$
$/ft2
$
$/ft2
Equipment (15 yrs/8%)
4,322 0.099
4,969 0.114
Maintenance (2% of capital)
740 0.017
850 0.019
Electricity ($0.07/kWh)
111
0.003
0
0
Fuel ($1.00/gal)
4,436 0.102
7,897 0.180
Total
9,609 0.221
13,716 0.313
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Table 26.
Summary of Peaking System Costs - Fuel Oil Example
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Unit Heaters
Boiler
$
$/ft2
$
$/ft2
Equipment (15 yrs/8%)
7,241 0.166
3,738
0.086
Maintenance (2% of capital)
1,240 0.028
640
0.015
Electricity ($0.07/kWh)
111 0.003
0
0.000
Fuel ($1.00/gal)
2,851 0.065
5,076
0.117
Total
11,443 0.262
9,454
0.218
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Figures 16, 17 and 18 are based on a constant 60o set point
(night and day) in the greenhouse. Because the set point
temperature, and whether or not set back is used, has a
substantial impact upon energy usage, the above conclusions are valid for the 60 o set point only. For other temperatures calculations, using Figures 10 through.15 and
Table 24 should be done.
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Section 5
GREENHOUSE HEATING EQUIPMENT SELECTION SPREADSHEET
The Greenhouse Heating Equipment Selection Spreadsheet (GHS) is a tool for evaluating the
economics of various types of heating systems for greenhouses. Specifically, six systems are
considered: unit heaters (UH), finned pipe (FP), bare tube (BP), fan coil units (FC), combination
fan coil/bare tube (FC/BP) and low temperature unit heaters (GLW).
The spreadsheet is comprised of six individual areas, the primary input and output and five
additional areas each of which covers one of the system types described above. One screen of
the spreadsheet covers both the fan coil and fan coil/bare tube system input output.
The primary input contains 16 individual input items covering supply water temperature, greenhouse size and construction materials, and economics values. The primary output is divided into
two areas. The first provides information concerning the peak heat loss of the greenhouse. The
second area contains a table which provides information about the economics of the various
types of heating systems for the greenhouse under consideration. Values for both capital and
operating costs are displayed. The far right hand column of the table indicates total annual costs
(owning, maintenance and electrical costs) for each of the systems per square foot of greenhouse
floor area. These values can be compared to determine the lowest cost system for the particular
application. The remaining five screens cover the details of each of the individual systems and
the costs associated with them.
The costs calculated on the individual system screens and finally for the primary output table,
consider only the costs of the terminal heating equipment and branch lines. Because all six
systems are compared at the same supply water temperature and delta T, the costs for the central
equipment and piping would be the same. The only variation in cost for individual systems is for
the terminal equipment itself.
It is useful to be familiar with greenhouse heating systems and technology before using this
spreadsheet.
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FIRST SCREEN
Primary Input
1. Supply Water Temperature (oF)
Enter the supply water temperature which will be available to the heating equipment in the greenhouse. This temperature will be less than the well production temperature because of losses in
delivery and across the heat exchanger. If a plate-type heat exchanger is used, a value of 5 to 10oF
less than well temperature should be entered.
2. Delta T (oF)
Enter the design temperature drop for the system. All heating equipment is compared in the spreadsheet using this temperature drop.
3. Floor Area (ft2)
Enter the floor area of the greenhouse to be evaluated. If the development is very large, it may be
useful to break the total area up into smaller units.
4. Wall Area (ft2)
Enter the total wall area of the greenhouse under consideration. This value is used to calculate heat
loss for the structure.
5. Wall U (Btu/hr ft2 oF)
Enter the overall U value for the wall material of the greenhouse. This value is used to calculate heat
loss for the structure.
6. Roof Area (ft2)
Enter the total surface area of the roof of the greenhouse. This value is used in the calculation of the
structures heat loss.
7. Roof U (Btu/hr ft2 oF)
Enter the overall U value for the roof covering material. This value is used in the calculation of the
structures heat loss.
8. Inside Design Temperature (oF)
Enter the inside temperature to be maintained under maximum heating load conditions. This value is
used in the determination of design temperature difference for heat loss calculation.
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FIRST SCREEN
INPUT
1. Supply Water Temp
2. Delta t
3. Floor Area
4. Wall area
5. Wall U
6. Roof area
7. Roof U
8. Inside Design Temp
9. Outside Design Temp
10. Average Cieling Height
11. Air Change Rate
12. Degree Days
13. Elec Rate
14. Interest Rate (as decimal)
15. Loan Term
16. Labor Rate

180
35
42240
6592
1.00
46464
0.50
65
-7
8
1.50
6500
0.05
0.10
15
25.00

F
F
sqft
sqft
btu/hrsqft
sqft
btu/hrsqft
F
F
ft
changes/hr

2804244
474624
1672704
656916
66.39

btu/hr
btu/hr
btu/hr
btu/hr
btu/hrsqft

$/kwh
years
$/hr

OUTPUT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Peak Heat Loss
Wall Loss
Roof Loss
Infiltration
Loss per sq ft
CAPITAL

System
Type
UH
FP
BP
FC
FC/BP
GLW
PROP

COST
$/sqft
0.554
1.862
1.351
0.562
1.286
0.572
0.573


Annual
Maint.
0.008
0.007
0.010
0.009
0.013
0.009
0.008

ANNUAL COSTS ($/SQFT YR)
Annual
Elec
0.011
0.000
0.000
0.011
0.002
0.009

Annual
Owning
0.073
0.245
0.178
0.074
0.169
0.075
0.075


Total
Annual
0.092
0.252
0.187
0.093
0.184
0.093
0.084
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9. Outside Design Temperature (oF)
Enter the outside temperature for which the heating system will be designed. This value in conjunction with Input #9 is used to calculate the design temperature difference for heat loss calculations.
10. Average Ceiling Height (ft)
Enter the value which best reflects the average ceiling height inside the greenhouse. This figure is
used in the determination of the volume of the house for infiltration heat loss calculation.
11. Air Change Rate (changes/hr)
Enter the value for the number of air changes per hour appropriate to the type of greenhouse construction planned. This value is used in the calculation of the infiltration heating load.
12. Degree Days
Enter the number of heating degree days appropriate to the climate where the greenhouse is to be
located. This value is used to determine the number of full load hours which the heating system will
operate. Operating hours are then used in the determination of electricity use for the system (fan).
13. Electric Rate ($/kWh)
Enter the electric rate which will be appropriate to the greenhouse operation. This value is used in the
calculation of annual electrical cost for the heating system.
14. Interest Rate (as decimal)
Enter the rate at which purchase of the heating system will be made (mortgage rate). This value is
used in the calculation of the owning costs of the system.
15. Loan Term (years)
Enter the number of years for which the financing will run (mortgage term). This value is used in the
calculation of owning cost for the system.
16. Labor Rate
Enter the cost per hour of labor to be used for installation of the equipment.
Output
1. Peak Heat Loss (Btu/hr)
This is the design heat loss for the greenhouse. It is the value which the heating system must supply
to maintain inside temperature.
= Wall Loss + Roof Loss + Infiltration
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2. Wall Loss (Btu/hr)
This is the heat loss associated with the walls of the greenhouse.
= Wall Area * (Inside Design Temperature - Outside Design Temperature) * Wall U
3. Roof Loss (Btu/hr)
This is the heat loss associated with the roof of the greenhouse.
= Roof Area * (Inside Design Temperature - Outside Design Temperature) * Roof U
4. Infiltration Loss (Btu/hr)
This is the heat loss associated with the leakage of cold air into the greenhouse.
= (Greenhouse Floor Area * Average Ceiling Height * Air Change Rate) * .018 * (Inside Design
Temperature - Outside Design Temperature)
5. Loss per Square Foot (Btu/hr ft2)
The peak heat loss divided by floor area.
= Peak Heat Loss ÷ Floor Area
The following section is the primary output of the spreadsheet. It compares the overall costs for six
different heating systems: Unit Heaters (UH), Finned Pipe (FP), Bare Pipe (BP), Fan Coil (FC), combination Fan Coil/Bare Pipe (FC/BP), and Low Temperature Unit Heaters (GLW). In each case, the capital
cost per square foot is displayed followed by the annual cost (again per square foot of floor area) of
maintenance, electricity and ownership. The three annual costs are then summed to arrive at a total
annual cost per square foot. Each column is described individually below:
System Type
As described above.
Capital Cost
This is the capital cost for only the terminal equipment of the heating system. Since the spreadsheet is
arranged to compare the system using a common )T and supply water temperature, the cost of the
main mechanical equipment (circulating pump, heat exchanger and loop piping) would be the same
for all systems. As a result, these costs are not included in the calculation. Only the costs of the
actual heating devices are included.
The cost includes both equipment itself, labor for installation, and branch supply and hot water lines
for each type of system. The total of these costs is divided by the greenhouse floor area to arrive at
the displayed value. Details of the cost calculation are covered in the individual system screens.
Equipment and labor costs are calculated separately and combined with a 20% overhead/contingency
factor to arrive at the total cost.
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Annual Maintenance
This value is the calculated maintenance cost for each system. Generally, mechanical equipment is
calculated at 2% of capital cost and piping at 1% of capital cost. The total maintenance costs are then
divided by the floor area to arrive at the displayed value.
Annual Electrical Costs
This is the cost of operating the fans associated with equipment in which fans are used (UH, FC, FC/
BP and GLW). Fan horsepower is determined using manufacturers data and it is assumed the fans are
cycled with the unit. (See individual system screens.) This horsepower is then converted into an
electrical kW and multiplied by the number of units and the number of full load hours ([Degree Days
* 24] ÷ Design Temperature Difference) to arrive at total annual electrical use. This figure multiplied
by the electric rate (Input #13) yields a value for annual electric cost. This value is divided by the
floor area of the greenhouse to arrive at the displayed value.
Annual Owning Cost
The value displayed is the capital cost for the system multiplied by a capital cost recovery factor and
divided by the floor area of the greenhouse. Stated another way, it is the annual mortgage payment
divided by the floor area. The capital cost is calculated at each system screen. The capital cost
recovery factor is calculated based upon the interest rate (Input #14) and loan term (Input #15)
specified in the input.
Total Annual Cost
This figure is the sum of the annual maintenance, annual electric and annual owning costs for each
system. It is the basis for comparison of one system to another. The lower the annual cost per square
foot, the more economical the heating system.
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UNIT HEATERS SCREEN
The general approach to using the Unit Heaters screen is to first specify a number of units. The spreadsheet then calculates a required capacity per unit based on the number selected. Check to make sure that
this capacity is equal to or less than the corrected capacity of the largest unit listed in the table below. If
the required capacity is greater, increase the number of units. Enter the installation labor hours per unit,
cost per unit and kW per unit for the size unit selected in the appropriate places below. The spreadsheet
then uses the output from the sheet to generate the values for annual costs shown in the primary output.
Input
1. Number of Units
Enter the number of units desired for space heating. Generally, the number of units should not be less
than 4. For greenhouses over 80 ft on the long dimension, units should be placed at both ends of the
house. Spacing between individual units should not be more than 50 ft. Under certain conditions, the
number of units will be affected by the capacity available from the largest unit.
Capacity per Unit (calculated by Spreadsheet)
This figure is the output required per unit based on the peak heating load of the greenhouse and the
number of units specified in Input #1. It is important to verify that the required capacity does not
exceed the corrected capacity of the largest unit (see table at bottom of screen). If this is the case, the
number of units selected must be raised until the required capacity is equal to or less than the corrected capacity of the largest unit.
2. Cost of Selected Unit
Enter the cost of the unit (from the table) whose capacity is closest to the required capacity per unit.
3. Hours per Unit
Input the man-hours listed for the unit size selected. Values from the table.
4. kW per Unit
Input the kW/unit value listed for the unit size selected. Values from the table. This value is used to
calculate the electrical costs shown in the primary output.
Output
Indoor Design Temperature
Displayed for convenience. Value is taken from Primary Input #8.
Supply Water Temperature
Displayed for convenience. Value is taken from Primary Input #1.
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UNIT HEATERS SCREEN
UNIT HEATERS
1.

2.
3.
4.
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# of units

12

Required Capacity Per Unit

233687

Cost of Selected Unit
Hours per Unit
KW per unit

1,451
7.00
0.35

Indoor Design Temp
Supply Water Temp
Delta T
Temp Correction Factor
Flow Correction Factor
Combined Correction
Total Cost
Total Hours

65
180
35
0.83
0.89
0.73
17412
84

Rated

Corrected

Material
Cost*

man-hours

KW/unit

15700
24500
29000
47000
63000
81000
90000
133000
139000
198000
224000
273000

11539
18006
21314
34543
46302
59532
66146
97750
102159
145522
164631
200644

725
750
763
814
859
910
935
1056
1073
1240
1313
1451

1.33
1.60
1.60
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.40
3.20
3.20
5.30
6.20
7.00

0.03
0.06
0.06
0.09
0.09
0.11
0.23
0.23
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35

Btu/hr

F
F
F

$

Delta T
Displayed for convenience. Value is taken from Primary Input #2.
Temperature Correction Factor
Calculated from manufacturers data. Used to calculate combined correction factor below.
Flow Correction Factor
Calculated from manufacturers data. Used to calculate combined correction factor below.
Combined Correction Factor
Temperature Correction Factor * Flow Correction Factor. Used for calculating corrected unit heater
capacities in the table below.
Total Cost
This is the total cost of the equipment, including labor, for the number of units specified. Calculated
as (Cost of Selected Unit * Number of Units). This figure is used for calculation of values shown in
primary output (first screen).
Total Hours
Total labor time required for installation of the number of units specified. Calculated as: Number of
Units * Hours per Unit.
Flow per Unit
Water flow rate calculated using the specified delta T and capacity per unit. Calculated as (Peak Heat
Loss ÷ [500 * Primary Input #2]) ÷ Numbers of Units.
The table shown on the unit heater screen lists the rated capacity (at 200o EWT and 60o EAT) for several
models. Using the correction factor calculated above, the rated capacity is reduced to reflect the specified
conditions of water temperature and delta T. Costs for the unit heaters and branch lines are listed under
the Material Cost column. Installation man-hours are listed for each unit. Finally, the electrical kW is
listed for each unit.
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FINNED PIPE
Input
1. Number of Circuits
Enter the number of individual circuits of finned pipe to be installed in the greenhouse. The number
of circuits should be selected to result in a velocity (Output #7) of between .75 and 3.5 ft per second.
Output
Average Water Temperature
Ratings for finned pipe are based upon average water temperature. This value is calculated from the
Supply Water Temperature and delta T specified in the primary unit.
Inside Design Temperature
Displayed for convenience. Taken from primary input.
Required Length
The total length of finned pipe required to meet the peak heating load based on the corrected capacity
per foot at the specified water temperature.
Temperature Correction Factor
Calculated from the average water temperature and inside design temperature. This value is used to
correct the rated capacity of the finned element (shown in the table) to the corrected capacity appropriate to your particular application.
Length per Circuit
Length calculated from the number of circuits specified and the total length required. You may wish
to adjust the number of circuits to arrive at a length per circuit which is a multiple of the dimension of
the greenhouse in which the pipe is to be installed.
Flow per Circuit
Value is arrived at by dividing the total flow rate by the number of circuits specified in input #1.
Velocity
The water velocity which results from the circuiting specified (Input #1) and the flow per circuit.
Should be between .75 and 3.5 ft per second.
Peak Flow
Peak flow is based upon the peak heat load for the greenhouse and the delta T specified in the primary
input section (#2).
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Total Cost
Total cost for the finned pipe. Calculated for the total length * cost per foot from table below.
Total Hours
The total number of hours required for installation of the required length of finned pipe appearing in
output #3. The total hours is used in conjunction with the total cost above to arrive at the system cost
per square foot appearing in the primary output section.

FINNED PIPE SCREEN
FINNED PIPE
1.

# of Circuits

20

Average Water Temp
Inside Design Temp
Required Length
Temp Correction factor
Length per Circuit
Flow per Circuit
Velocity
Peak Flow
Total Cost
Total Hours

162.5
65
3581
0.54
179
8.01
1.73
160
29726
1433

size

rated

Corrected

Cost/lf

Man hours

1.25

1440

783

8.30

0.40

F
F
ft
ft
gpm
ft/sec
gpm
$
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BARE PIPE
General Procedure
The bare pipe screen involves an iterative approach to arrive at the correct system selection. Information concerning the tubing (size, length, emissivity and cost) is input along with a trial water flow rate
(per tube circuit). Next the output is checked for agreement between the calculated )T (Output #7)
and the )T specified in the primary input (#2). The sheet is rerun with new flow rates until the
output #7 value agrees with the primary input #2.
Depending upon the application, it may not be possible to make bare tube calculations for larger )Ts.
To evaluate the accuracy of the calculated delta T, check the delta T values in the table at the bottom
of the screen.
Input
1. Tube OD
Enter the outside diameter of the tube to be used for the system. Most systems employ polyethylene
or polybutylene tubing of 1 in. or less for heating purposes.
2. Water Flow
Enter the trial water flow for each tubing circuit. This value will have to be adjusted several times in
order to arrive at a calculated )T (output #7) equal to the system )T specified in the primary input
section (#2).
3. Emissivity
Enter the emissivity of the tubing used for heating. This value is used in the calculation of the radiant
tube output.
4. Horizontal (1.016) Vertical (1.235)
Enter the value appropriate to the installation of the tubing. Most systems install the tubing horizontally on the floor or under the benches.
5. Tube Length
Enter the length of each circuit of tubing. Generally, circuits should be less than about 600 feet to
limit water side pressure drop. It is also useful to make the length a multiple of the greenhouse
dimension over which the tubing will be installed. For example, if the greenhouse length is 100 ft a
400 tube length would allow for 4 passes over the 100 ft dimension.
6. Tube Unit Cost
Enter the cost per foot for the tubing to be used in the system. Be careful to consider the temperature
at which the system will be working. Polyethylene which is relatively inexpensive is serviceable to
approximately 150oF. Poly-butylene or EPDM which are more expensive must be used for temperatures above this.
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Output
Air Temperature
Displayed for convenience. This value is taken from the inside design temperature (primary input
#8).
Entering Water Temperature
Displayed for convenience. This value is taken from the supply water temperature (primary input #1).
Total Unit Output
This is the calculated heat output per foot of tubing. It is the sum of outputs 4 and 5, and is used to
calculate the total number of feet of pipe required.

BARE PIPE SCREEN
BARE PIPE
1. Tube OD
2. Water flow
3. Emmisivity

0.50
0.65

4. Horiz (1.016) Vert(1.235)
5. Tube length
6. Tube unit cost

1.016
400
0.42

Delta T

35.0

Air temperature
Ent. water temp
Total unit output
Convective unit output
Radiant unit output
Total output
Outlet temperature
Total length
Number of loops
Total cost
Total hours

65
180
28.5
14.6
13.9
11380
145.0
98567
246
41398
246

sqft/lf
surf temp
unit conv
unit rad
btu/hrlf
btu/hr
delta t

inches
gpm
0.90
ft
$/lf
F
F
F
btu/hr lf
btu/hr lf
btu/hr lf
F
ft
$
hrs

Run 1

Run 2

Run 3

Run 4

Run 5

0.1
172.0
136.6
130.8
35.0
13994.7
43.1

158.5
151.9
105.6
100.6
27.0
10789.2
33.2

163.4
156.5
112.6
107.3
28.8
11504.8
35.4

162.3
155.5
111.0
105.8
28.4
11344.0
34.9

162.5
155.7
111.3
106.1
28.5
11380.1
35.0

Run 6
162.5
155.7
111.3
106.0
28.4
11372.0
35.0
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Convective Unit Output
Calculated heat output per foot of pipe due to convection.
Radiant Unit Output
Calculated heat output per foot of pipe due to radiation.
Total Output
Calculated output per circuit. Total unit output * tube length (Input #5).
Delta T
Calculated temperature drop through each circuit. The screen should be re-run with new water flow
(Input #2) until the Delta T value shown agrees with the Delta T specified in the primary input
section (#2). Delta T is calculated by an iterative process in the table shown below.
Outlet Temperature
Temperature at outlet of each circuit. Calculated from supply water temperature (Primary Input #1)
minus Delta T (Output #7).
Total Length
Calculated tubing length requirement based on peak load (Primary Output #1) divided by Total Unit
Output (Output #3).
Number of Loops
Calculated by dividing the total length by the tubing length per circuit (Input #5).
Total Cost
Cost for tubing. Calculated by multiplying Total Length (Output # 9) times tubing cost (Input #6).
Used for calculation in Primary Output section.
Total Hours
Man-hours required for installation of tubing. Calculated by multiplying .0025 hrs/ft times the total
length requirement.
The table which appears at the bottom of the Bare Pipe screen is used to calculate the unit convective
output, unit radiant output, total output per foot, total output per loop and delta T values which appear in
the outputs above. These calculations are performed in an iterative fashion in which the average water
temperature from the previous run is used as the input value for the subsequent run. In this way, the
spreadsheet is able to zero in on the actual output values. A total of 5 runs are made to produce the
values.
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FAN COIL UNITS
The fan coil sheet contains 2 columns of input/output data: one for the fan coil system (left) and one for
the Fan Coil/Bare Pipe system (right). The following relates only to the fan coil system.
The general procedure for the fan coil system is to specify a number of units and a leaving air temperature. The entering and leaving water temperatures along with the inside air temperature are carried over
from the primary input section. Using this input, the spreadsheet calculates the required air flow and coil
configuration (rows and fins per inch). The number of rows is rounded off (for which ever fin spacing is
closest to a whole number) and entered in the input (#6 and #7). Using the calculated nominal ton value,
figures for unit cost and man-hours are selected from the nearest size unit in the table at the bottom of the
screen. This spreadsheet then calculates the total equipment and labor costs and transfers these values to
the primary output section.
Input
1. Number of Units
Enter the number of units required. This figure will usually be less than the number of unit heaters
specified. Fan coil equipment is capable of higher capacity per unit and is much less effected by low
supply water temperature than unit heater equipment.
2. Leaving Air Temperature
Enter the temperature of the air leaving the fan coil unit. If poly tube distribution is used, a maximum
of 135oF should be entered for this value. The figure, however, must also be considered in light of the
supply water temperature available. A supply air temperature of approximately 20oF less than the
supply water temperature is generally possible with 4-row coils or less. The pricing data contained in
the spreadsheet assumes that a maximum of 4-row coils would be used. For a given supply water
temperature, as the required supply air temperature is increased the coil capacity in terms of more
rows and closer fin spacing must be increased.
Capacity per Unit
This is the calculated capacity required per unit based on the number of units specified (#1 above) and
the peak heating load.
Entering Water Temperature
Displayed for convenience. Taken from Primary Input #1.
Nominal Tons
The calculated nominal tons of the fan coil units. Cost data for fan coil units is indexed to the air flow
and cooling capacity. As a result, the nominal ton value is calculated in order to determine equipment
cost.
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FAN COIL SCREEN
FAN COIL UNITS

FC/BP

1. Number of Units
2. Leaving Air Temp
Capacity per Unit
Entering Water Temp
Nominal Tons
Rows Required
8
FPI
10
FPI
12
FPI
3. Cost per Unit
4. Man-hours per unit
Leaving Water Temp
Indoor Design Temp
Air Flow Per Unit
Total Cost
LMTD
Face Area
Air Press. Drop @ 10FPI
Fan KW KW @ 10 FPI
Total Man-hours

ewt - lat
lwt - eat
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tons
1
2
3
4
5
7.5
8
10
12
15
20
25

$
950
1210
1620
1680
1780
1830
2070
2220
2560
2980
3740
5240

50.00
80.00

37.25
80.00

man hours
2.70
3.00
4.00
4.50
5.00
5.90
7.30
8.50
10.90
16.00
30.00
34.00

10
130

35
8
120

% FC

280424
180
9.99

2.86
2.39
2.09

122686
157.25
5.16

btu/hr
F

1830
5.90

1680
4.50

145
65
3995
18300
63.83
7.99
0.40
0.42
59

145
65
2065
13440
55.93
4.13
0.39
0.21
36

2.77
2.31
2.02

F
F
cfm
26909
F
sqft
in wg
160

Rows Required
Hot water coils transfer heat to the air based on the temperature difference between the water and the
air, and the quantity of heat transfer area. Area is a function of the number of rows of tubes the coil
has and the spacing of the fins. Shown here are the required rows of tubes at 3 different fin spacings
which a coil must have to meet the specified performance. As mentioned elsewhere, the cost data the
program uses assumes that a maximum of 4 rows will be used. If the lows required displays a value
of greater than 4 rows, leaving air temperature should be reduced to decrease coil surface area requirements.
3. Cost per Unit
Enter the cost per unit for the unit selected. Values are found in the table at the bottom of the screen.
4. Man-Hours per Unit
Enter the man-hours labor for the unit selected from the table.
Output
Leaving Water Temperature
Displayed for convenience. Taken from Supply Water Tempera-tures (Primary Input #1) minus Delta
T (Primary Input #2).
Indoor Design Temperature
Displayed for convenience. Taken from Primary Input #8).
Air Flow per Unit
The calculated air flow required at the specified supply air temperature and capacity per unit. The
spreadsheet uses the value to calculate the fan horsepower and to determine the nominal tons below.
Rows
It may require a few trial runs before a final value can be entered here. The value chosen for this
input is based upon the output appearing in #4 below (rows required). Select the (whole) number of
rows which best agrees with the calculated figures shown in Output #4.
FPI (Fins Per Inch)
Enter the number of fins per inch which shows (in Output #4) the value closest to the number of rows
entered in #6 above. As in #6, the value entered here should be chosen after a few trial runs.
Total Cost
The total equipment cost calculated from the cost per unit times the number of units.
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LMTD (Log Mean Temperature Difference)
An intermediate value used in the calculation of the coil rows required. Calculated from entering and
leaving air temperatures, and entering and leaving water temperatures.
Face Area
Calculated coil face area based upon a 500 foot per minute face velocity. All coil calculations are
based on a 500 fpm face velocity.
Air Pressure Drop @ 10 FPI
Calculated air pressure drop across the coil for fan power calculations. Value is expressed in inches
of water gauge (in.w.g.).
Fan kW @ 10 FPI
Calculated fan electrical energy requirement based upon a 90% motor efficiency, a 50% fan efficiency, calculated air flow and air pressure drop. This value is used for calculating annual electrical
consumption for the primary output.
Total Man-Hours
Man-hours per unit times the number of units specified in the input. This value is used to calculate
the total labor costs for installation.
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FAN COIL/BARE PIPE
The fan coil/bare pipe input and output is located on the same screen as the Fan Coil system. With the
exception of one additional input item, the FC/BP analyses is operated the same as the FC.
The FC/BP system is one in which the greenhouse is heated the majority of the time by the bare tubing.
Only during peak periods do the fan coil units operate. The use of this system greatly reduces annual
electrical requirements and the number of fan coil units required. Because the fan coil units are located in
series with and downstream of the bare tubes, the supply water temperature available is less.
The comments below address only the difference between the FC/BP and FC procedures.
Input
The first input item (not numbered) is the percentage of the peak load which will be handled by the fan
coil units. Sizing the fan coil units for 30 to 40 percent of the load would, in most locations, allow the
tubes to provide 90+% of the annual heating needs. It may be useful to experiment with the value to
arrive at the optimum value (lowest annual cost) for your project.
1. Number of Units
Because the fan coil units will supply only a portion of peak load, the number of units required will be
lower than for the fan coil system.
2. Entering Water Temperature
The entering water temperature displayed is the value which results from subtracting the temperature
drop through the bare pipe from the primary supply water temperature. This lower supply water
temperature may necessitate a lower supply air temperature for the fan coil units under the FC/BP
system compared to the FC system.
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GLW UNIT HEATERS
GLW is designation of one manufacturers equipment line which is specifically designed for low-temperature greenhouse heating. The equipment is similar to conventional unit heater design but with an
improved coil for greater heat output at low supply water temperature.
The GLW screen is operated in much the same fashion as the unit heater screen. A number of units is
selected. From this and the supply water temperature and Delta T, the spreadsheet calculates the capacity
of the two models of GLW equipment. The user then selects the appropriate unit and enters its cost, labor
and electrical kW in the appropriate places. It is necessary to adjust the number of units so as to arrive at
a capacity per unit closer to one of the calculated capacity values in the table at the bottom of the screen.
It is also useful to check the total cost associated with a small number of large units (GLW 660) compared
to a larger number of small units (GLW 330).
Input
1. Number of Units
Enter the number of units selected for heating the greenhouse. Generally, due to the higher performance of the GLW equipment, the number of units required is comparable to fan coil equipment and
less than conventional unit heaters. The number of units also should be coordinated with the calculated capacity per unit displayed in the table below.
Capacity per Unit
Calculated capacity required per unit based upon the peak heating load and the number of units
specified.
2. Cost of Selected Unit
Enter the cost, from the table below, of the unit selected.
3.

Hours per Unit
Enter the hours, from the table below, of the unit selected.

4.

kW per Unit
Enter the kW, from the table below, for the unit selected. Value is used for calculating electrical costs
in the Primary Output.

Output
Indoor Design Temperature
Displayed for convenience. Taken from Primary Input.
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GLW UNIT HEATERS SCREEN
GLW UNIT HEATERS
1.

2.
3.
4.

# of Units

10

Capacity per Unit

280424

Cost of Selected Unit
Hours per Unit
KW per Unit

1860
6.20
0.35

Indoor Design Temp
Supply Temp
Delta T
Total Cost
Total Hours
Flow per unit

65
180
35
18600
62
16.0

F
F
F
$

hours
6.20
10.00

kw
0.35
0.70

GLW330
GLW660

Capacity
286644
493085

cost
1860
3350

btu/hr

gpm

Supply Water Temperature
Displayed for convenience. Taken from Primary input.
Delta T
Displayed for convenience. Taken from Primary Input.
Total Cost
Number of units times the cost per unit entered in #5. Value is used in cost calculations for Primary
Output.
Total Hours
Number of units times the hours per unit entered in #7. Value is used in cost calculations for Primary
Output.
Flow per Unit
Calculated water flow per unit based on the capacity per unit and the specified Delta T.
Table
Shown in the table below are the capacity, cost, installation labor and electrical requirements (kW) for the
two models of GLW equipment available. The capacity is automatically calculated based on the supply
water temperature and flow rate from above.
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FIRST SCREEN
A:B1: GREENHOUSE HEATING EQUIPMENT SELECTION SPREADSHEET
A:B3: INPUT
A:A4:  1.
A:B4: Supply Water Temp
A:F4: F
A:A5:  2.
A:B5: Delta t
A:F5: F
A:A6:  3.
A:B6: Floor Area
A:F6: sqft
A:A7:  4.
A:B7: Wall area
A:F7: sqft
A:A8:  5.
A:B8: Wall U
A:F8: btu/hrsqft
A:A9:  6.
A:B9: Roof area
A:F9: sqft
A:A10:  7.
A:B10: Roof U
A:F10: btu/hrsqft
A:A11:  8.
A:B11: Inside Design Temp
A:F11: F
A:A12:  9.
A:B12: Outside Design Temp
A:F12: F
A:A13:  10.
A:B13: Average Cieling Height
A:F13: ft
A:A14:  11.
A:B14: Air Change Rate
A:F14: changes/hr
A:A15:  12.
A:B15: Degree Days
A:A16:  13.
A:B16: Elec Rate
A:F16: $/kwh
A:A17:  14.
A:B17: Interest Rate (as decimal)
A:A18:  15.
A:B18: Loan Term
A:F18: years
A:A19:  16.
A:B19: Labor Rate
A:F19: $/hr
A:B21: OUTPUT
A:A23:  1.
A:B23: Peak Heat Loss
A:E23: +E24+E25+E26
A:F23: btu/hr
A:A24:  2.
A:B24: Wall Loss
A:E24: +E7*(E11-E12)*E8

A:F24: btu/hr
A:A25:  3.
A:B25: Roof Loss
A:E25: +E9*(E11-E12)*E10
A:F25: btu/hr
A:A26:  4.
A:B26: Infiltration
A:E26: (E6*E13/60)*1.08*(E11-E12)*E14
A:F26: btu/hr
A:A27:  5.
A:B27: Loss per sq ft
A:E27: +E23/E6
A:F27: btu/hrsqft
A:C32: CAPITAL
A:D32:  ANNUAL COSTS ($/SQFT YR)A:B33: System
A:C33: COST
A:D33: Annual
A:E33: Annual
A:F33: Annual
A:G33: Total
A:B34: Type
A:C34: $/sqft
A:D34: Maint.
A:E34: Elec
A:F34: Owning
A:G34: Annual
A:B36: UH
A:C36: ((M21+(M22*E19)))*1.2/E6
A:D36: +M21*0.02/E6
A:E36: +M13*M7*C44*E16/E6
A:F36: (C36*((1+E17)^E18)*(E17/(((1+E17)^E18)-1)))
A:G36: +D36+E36+F36
A:B37: FP
A:C37: ((S18+(S19*E19)))*1.2/E6
A:D37: +S18*0.01/E6
A:E37: 0
A:F37: (C37*((1+E17)^E18)*(E17/(((1+E17)^E18)-1)))
A:G37: +D37+E37+F37
A:B38: BP
A:C38: ((Z25+(Z26*E19)))*1.2/E6
A:D38: +Z25*0.01/E6
A:E38: 0
A:F38: (C38*((1+E17)^E18)*(E17/(((1+E17)^E18)-1)))
A:G38: +D38+E38+F38
A:B39: FC
A:C39: ((AF25+(AF30*E19)))*1.2/E6
A:D39: +AF25*0.02/E6
A:E39: +AF29*AF7*C44*E16/E6
A:F39: (C39*((1+E17)^E18)*(E17/(((1+E17)^E18)-1)))
A:G39: +D39+E39+F39
A:B40: FC/BP
A:C40: ((((AG30+AH30)*E19)+(AG25+AH25)))*1.2/E6
A:D40: ((AG25*0.02)+(AH25*0.01))/E6
A:E40: (AG29*AG7*C44*E16/E6)*((100-C45)/100)
A:F40: (C40*((1+E17)^E18)*(E17/(((1+E17)^E18)-1)))
A:G40: +D40+E40+F40
A:B41: GLW
A:C41: ((AM17+(AM18*E19)))*1.2/E6
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A:D41: +AM17*0.02/E6
A:E41: ((AM12*AM6/E6)*C44)*E16
A:F41: (C41*((1+E17)^E18)*(E17/(((1+E17)^E18)-1)))
A:G41: +D41+E41+F41
A:B42: PROP
A:C42: +AR17*1.2/E6
A:D42: (((AR14+(E19*AR15))*0.02)+(AR16*0.01))/E6
A:F42: (C42*((1+E17)^E18)*(E17/(((1+E17)^E18)-1)))
A:G42: +D42+E42+F42
A:B44: FLH
A:C44: +E15*24/(E11-E12)
A:B45: %flh
A:C45: ((AG6-10)*1.56)+18

FAN SCREEN
A:AC4: FAN COIL UNITS
A:AG4: FC/BP
A:AF6: A:AG6: 35
A:AH6: % FC
A:AC7:  1. Number of Units
A:AC8:  2. Leaving Air Temp
A:AC10:  Capacity per Unit
A:AF10: +E23/AF7
A:AG10: (AG6/100)*E23/AG7
A:AH10: btu/hr
A:AC11:  Entering Water Temp
A:AF11: +M16
A:AG11: +AF11-(((100-AG6)/100)*M17)
A:AH11: F
A:AC12:  Nominal Tons
A:AF12: +AF24/400
A:AG12: +AG24/400
A:AC13:  Rows Required
A:AF13: 
A:AC14:  8
A:AD14: FPI
A:AF14: +AF10/(AF26*AF27*192)
A:AG14: +AG10/(AG26*AG27*192)
A:AC15:  10
A:AD15: FPI
A:AF15: +AF10/(AF27*AF26*230)
A:AG15: +AG10/(AG27*AG26*230)
A:AC16:  12
A:AD16: FPI
A:AF16: +AF10/(AF27*AF26*263)
A:AG16: +AG10/(AG27*AG26*263)
A:AC18:  3. Cost per Unit
A:AC19:  4. Man-hours per unit
A:AC22:  Leaving Water Temp
A:AF22: +AF11-M17
A:AG22: +AF11-M17
A:AH22: F
A:AC23:  Indoor Design Temp
A:AF23: +M15
A:AG23: +AF23
A:AH23: F
A:AC24:  Air Flow Per Unit
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A:AF24: +AF10/(1.08*(AF8-AF23))
A:AG24: +AG10/(1.08*(AG8-AG23))
A:AH24: cfm
A:AC25:  Total Cost
A:AF25: +AF18*AF7
A:AG25: +AG18*AG7
A:AH25: ((100-AG6)/100)*Z25
A:AC26:  LMTD
A:AF26: (AD49-AD48)/(@LN(AD49/AD48))
A:AG26: (AE49-AE48)/(@LN(AE49/AE48))
A:AH26: F
A:AC27:  Face Area
A:AF27: +AF24/500
A:AG27: +AG24/500
A:AH27: sqft
A:AC28:  Air Press. Drop @ 10FPI
A:AF28: +0.23+((AF14-1)*0.09)
A:AG28: +0.23+((AG14-1)*0.09)
A:AH28: in wg
A:AC29:  Fan KW @ 10 FPI
A:AF29: ((((5.2*AF24*AF28)/(0.5*33000)))/0.9)*0.746
A:AG29: ((((5.2*AG24*AG28)/(0.5*33000)))/0.9)*0.746
A:AC30:  Total Man-hours
A:AF30: +AF19*AF7
A:AG30: +AG19*AG7
A:AH30: ((100-AG6)/100)*Z26
A:AD33: tons
A:AE33: $
A:AF33: man hours
A:AD34: 1
A:AE34: 950
A:AF34: 2.7
A:AD35: 2
A:AE35: 1210
A:AF35: 3
A:AD36: 3
A:AE36: 1620
A:AF36: 4
A:AD37: 4
A:AE37: 1680
A:AF37: 4.5
A:AD38: 5
A:AE38: 1780
A:AF38: 5
A:AD39: 7.5
A:AE39: 1830
A:AF39: 5.9
A:AD40: 8
A:AE40: 2070
A:AF40: 7.3
A:AD41: 10
A:AE41: 2220
A:AF41: 8.5
A:AD42: 12
A:AE42: 2560
A:AF42: 10.9
A:AD43: 15
A:AE43: 2980
A:AF43: 16

A:AD44: 20
A:AE44: 3740
A:AF44: 30
A:AD45: 25
A:AE45: 5240
A:AF45: 34
A:AC48:ewt-lat
A:AD48:+AF11-AF8
A:AE48:+AG11-AG8
A:AC49:lwt-eat
A:AD48:+AF22-AF23
A:AE48:+AG22-AG23

GLW
A:AJ4: GLW UNIT HEATERS
A:AI6:  1.
A:AJ6: # of Units
A:AJ8: Capacity per Unit
A:AM8: +E23/AM6
A:AN8: btu/hr
A:AI10:  2.
A:AJ10: Cost of Selected Unit
A:AI11:  3.
A:AJ11: Hours per Unit
A:AI12:  4.
A:AJ12: KW per Unit
A:AJ14: Indoor Design Temp
A:AM14: +M15
A:AN14: F
A:AJ15: Supply Temp
A:AM15: +M16
A:AN15: F
A:AJ16: Delta T
A:AM16: +M17
A:AN16: F
A:AJ17: Total Cost
A:AM17: +AM10*AM6
A:AN17: $
A:AJ18: Total Hours
A:AM18: +AM11*AM6
A:AJ19: Flow per unit
A:AM19: +AM8/(500*AM16)
A:AN19: gpm
A:AK21: Capacity
A:AL21: cost
A:AM21: hours
A:AN21: kw
A:AJ22: GLW330
A:AK22: (AM15-AM14)*(10^(3.2+(((@LOG(AM19))0.69)*0.382)))
A:AL22: 1860
A:AM22: 6.2
A:AN22: 0.35
A:AJ23: GLW660
A:AK23: (AM15-AM14)*(10^(3.398+(((@LOG(AM19))0.69)*0.455)))
A:AL23: 3350
A:AM23: 10
A:AN23: 0.7

FINNED SCREEN
A:P5: FINNED PIPE
A:O7:  1.
A:P7: # of Circuits
A:P10: Average Water Temp
A:S10: +M16-(M17/2)
A:T10: F
A:P11: Inside Design Temp
A:S11: +M15
A:T11: F
A:P12: Required Length
A:S12: +E23/Q25
A:T12: ft
A:P13: Temp Correction factor
A:S13: (0.1+((S10-100)*0.0071))+(0.008*(65-M15))
A:P14: Length per Circuit
A:S14: +S12/S7
A:T14: ft
A:P15: Flow per Circuit
A:S15: +S17/S7
A:T15: gpm
A:P16: Velocity
A:S16: (S15/(7.49*60))/(((((1.1*O25)/2)^2)*3.14)/144)
A:T16: ft/sec
A:P17: Peak Flow
A:S17: +E23/(500*M17)
A:T17: gpm
A:P18: Total Cost
A:S18: +R25*S12
A:T18: $
A:P19: Total Hours
A:S19: +S12*S25
A:O23: size
A:P23: rated
A:Q23: Corrected
A:R23: Cost/lf
A:S23: Man hours
A:O25: 1.25
A:P25: 1440
A:Q25: +S13*P25
A:R25: 8.3
A:S25: 0.4

BARE SCREEN
A:V5: BARE PIPE
A:V7:  1. Tube OD
A:AA7:  inches
A:V8:  2. Water flow
A:AA8:  gpm
A:V9:  3. Emmisivity
A:V10:  4. Horiz (1.016) Vert(1.235)
A:V11:  5. Tube length
A:AA11:  ft
A:V12:  6. Tube unit cost
A:AA12 :  $/lf
A:V14:  Delta T
A:Z14: +AA37
A:AA14:  F
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A:V16:  Air temperature
A:Z16: +M15
A:AA16:  F
A:V17:  Ent. water temp
A:Z17: +M16
A:AA17:  F
A:V18:  Total unit output
A:Z18: +AA35
A:AA18:  btu/hr lf
A:V19:  Convective unit output
A:Z19: +W31*AA33
A:AA19:  btu/hr lf
A:V20:  Radiant unit output
A:Z20: +W31*AA34
A:AA20:  btu/hr lf
A:V21:  Total output
A:Z21: +AA36
A:V22:  Outlet temperature
A:Z22: +Z17-Z14
A:AA22:  F
A:V23:  Total length
A:Z23: +E23/Z18
A:AA23:  ft
A:V24:  Number of loops
A:Z24: +Z23/Z11
A:V25:  Total cost
A:Z25: +Z23*Z12
A:AA25:  $
A:V26:  Total hours
A:Z26: +0.0025*Z23
A:AA26:  hrs
A:W30:  Run 1
A:X30:  Run 2
A:Y30:  Run 3
A:Z30:  Run 4
A:AA30:  Run 5
A:AB30: Run 6
A:V31: sqft/lf
A:W31: ((Z7)*3.14*12)/144
A:X31: +Z17-(W37/2)
A:Y31: +Z17-(X37/2)
A:Z31: +Z17-(Y37/2)
A:AA31: +Z17-(Z37/2)
A:AB31: +Z17-(AA37/2)
A:V32: surf temp
A:W32: +Z17-((Z17-Z16)*0.07)
A:X32: +X31-((X31-Z16)*0.07)
A:Y32: +Y31-((Y31-Z16)*0.07)
A:Z32: +Z31-((Z31-Z16)*0.07)
A:AA32: +AA31-((AA31-Z16)*0.07)
A:AB32: +AB31-((AB31-Z16)*0.07)
A:V33: unit conv
A:W33: +Z10*((1/(Z7/1))^0.2)*((1/(460+((Z16+Z17)/
2)))^0.181)*((W32-Z16)^1.266)
A:X33: +Z10*((1/(Z7/1))^0.2)*((1/(460+((Z16+X32)/
2)))^0.181)*((X32-Z16)^1.266)
A:Y33: +Z10*((1/(Z7/1))^0.2)*((1/(460+((Z16+Y32)/
2)))^0.181)*((Y32-Z16)^1.266)
A:Z33: +Z10*((1/(Z7/1))^0.2)*((1/(460+((Z16+Z32)/
2)))^0.181)*((Z32-Z16)^1.266)
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A:AA33: +Z10*((1/(Z7/1))^0.2)*((1/(460+((Z16+AA32)/
2)))^0.181)*((AA32-Z16)^1.266)
A:AB33: +Z10*((1/(Z7/1))^0.2)*((1/(460+((Z16+AB32)/
2)))^0.181)*((AB32-Z16)^1.266)
A:V34: unit rad
A:W34: +1.74E-09*Z9*(((460+W32)^4)-((460+Z16)^4))
A:X34: +1.74E-09*Z9*(((460+X32)^4)-((460+Z16)^4))
A:Y34: +1.74E-09*Z9*(((460+Y32)^4)-((460+Z16)^4))
A:Z34: +1.74E-09*Z9*(((460+Z32)^4)-((460+Z16)^4))
A:AA34: +1.74E-09*Z9*(((460+AA32)^4)-((460+Z16)^4))
A:AB34: +1.74E-09*Z9*(((460+AB32)^4)-((460+Z16)^4))
A:V35: btu/hrlf
A:W35: (W33+W34)*W31
A:X35: (X33+X34)*W31
A:Y35: (Y33+Y34)*W31
A:Z35: (Z33+Z34)*W31
A:AA35: (AA33+AA34)*W31
A:AB35: (AB33+AB34)*W31
A:V36: btu/hr
A:W36: +W35*Z11
A:X36: +X35*Z11
A:Y36: +Y35*Z11
A:Z36: +Z35*Z11
A:AA36: +AA35*Z11
A:AB36: +AB35*Z11
A:V37: delta t
A:W37: +W36/(500*Z8)
A:X37: +X36/(500*Z8)
A:Y37: +Y36/(500*Z8)
A:Z37: +Z36/(500*Z8)
A:AA37: +AA36/(500*Z8)
A:AB37: +AB36/(500*Z8)
A:W40: +Z17-(AB37/2)
A:W41: +AB31-((AB31-Z16)*0.07)
A:W42: +Z10*((1/(Z7/1))^0.2)*((1/(460+((Z16+AB32)/
2)))^0.181)*((AB32-Z16)^1.266)
A:W43: +1.74E-09*Z9*(((460+AB32)^4)-((460+Z16)^4))
A:W44: (AB33+AB34)*W31
A:W45: +AB35*Z11

UNIT SCREEN
A:J5: UNIT HEATERS
A:I7:  1.
A:J7: # of units
A:J9: Required Capacity Per Unit
A:M9: +E23/M7
A:N9: Btu/hr
A:I11:  2.
A:J11: Cost of Selected Unit
A:I12:  3.
A:J12: Hours per Unit
A:I13:  4.
A:J13: KW per unit
A:J15: Indoor Design Temp
A:M15: +E11
A:N15: F
A:J16: Supply Water Temp
A:M16: +E4
A:N16: F

A:J17: Delta T
A:M17: +E5
A:N17: F
A:J18: Temp Correction Factor
A:M18: (0.36-((M15-50)*0.00735))+((M16-100)*0.0072)
A:J19: Flow Correction Factor
A:M19: +1-((M17-20)*0.00733)
A:J20: Combined Correction
A:M20: +M18*M19
A:J21: Total Cost
A:M21: +M7*M11
A:N21: $
A:J22: Total Hours
A:M22: +M12*M7
A:K27: Material
A:I28: Rated
A:J28: Corrected
A:K28: Cost*
A:L28: man-hours
A:M28: KW/unit
A:I30: 15700
A:J30: +M$20*I30
A:K30: +435+((I30-12000)*2.82/1000)+280
A:L30: 1.33
A:M30: 0.033
A:I31: 24500
A:J31: +M$20*I31
A:K31: +435+((I31-12000)*2.82/1000)+280
A:L31: 1.6
A:M31: 0.06
A:I32: 29000
A:J32: +M$20*I32
A:K32: +435+((I32-12000)*2.82/1000)+280
A:L32: 1.6
A:M32: 0.06
A:I33: 47000
A:J33: +M$20*I33
A:K33: +435+((I33-12000)*2.82/1000)+280
A:L33: 2
A:M33: 0.088

A:I34: 63000
A:J34: +M$20*I34
A:K34: +435+((I34-12000)*2.82/1000)+280
A:L34: 2.2
A:M34: 0.088
A:I35: 81000
A:J35: +M$20*I35
A:K35: +435+((I35-12000)*2.82/1000)+280
A:L35: 2.4
A:M35: 0.112
A:I36: 90000
A:J36: +M$20*I36
A:K36: +435+((I36-12000)*2.82/1000)+280
A:L36: 2.4
A:M36: 0.226
A:I37: 133000
A:J37: +M$20*I37
A:K37: +435+((I37-12000)*2.82/1000)+280
A:L37: 3.2
A:M37: 0.226
A:I38: 139000
A:J38: +M$20*I38
A:K38: +435+((I38-12000)*2.82/1000)+280
A:L38: 3.2
A:M38: 0.352
A:I39: 198000
A:J39: +M$20*I39
A:K39: +435+((I39-12000)*2.82/1000)+280
A:L39: 5.3
A:M39: 0.352
A:I40: 224000
A:J40: +M$20*I40
A:K40: +435+((I40-12000)*2.82/1000)+280
A:L40: 6.2
A:M40: 0.352
A:I41: 273000
A:J41: +M$20*I41
A:K41: +435+((I41-12000)*2.82/1000)+280
A:L41: 7
A:M41: 0.352
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Section 6
VENDOR INFORMATION
GREENHOUSE SUPPLIES
BFG Supply
95 Stark St.
Tonawanda, NY 14150
(716) 694-7115

A. H. Hummert
2746 Chouteau Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63103
(800) 225-3055

Brighton By-Products Co.
PO Box 23
New Brighton, PA 15066
(800) 245-3502

Al Saffer and Co.
Pearl & Williams Streets
Port Chester, NY 10573
(194) 937-6565

Florist Products, Inc.
2242 N. Palmer Dr.
Schaumburg, IL 60195
(312) 885-2242

Slater Supply Co.
143 Allen Blvd.
Farmingdale, NY 11735
(516) 249-7080

E. C. Geiger
Box 285
Harleysville, PA 19438
(800) 443-4437

X. S. Smith, Inc.
Drawer X
Red Bank, NJ 07701
(201) 222-4600

Griffin Greenhouse Supplies
4 Cornell Road
Latham NY 12110
(518) 489-8419

Stuppy Greenhouse Supply Div.
PO Box 12456
Kansas City, MO 64116
(800) 82102132

HYDROPONIC SYSTEMS
Agro Dynamics
12 Elkins Road
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
(800) 872-2476

Gro-Master Division
Midwest Trading
PO Box 384
St. Charles, IL 60174
(312) 888-1728

CropKing
PO Box 310
Medina, OH 44258
(216) 725-5656
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Hydro-Gardens
PO Box 9707
Colorado Springs, CO 80932
(719) 495-2266

Smithers-Oasis
PO Box 118
Kent, OH 44240
(800) 321-8286

GREENHOUSE MANUFACTURERS AND SUPPLIERS
Jaderloon Co.
PO Box 685
Irmo, SC 29063
(803) 798-4000

Poly Growers
Box 359
Muncy, PA 17756
(717) 546-3216

Lord and Burnham
2 Main St.
Irvington-on-Hudson, NY 10533
(914) 591-8800

Rough Bros.
Box 16010
Cincinnati, OH 45216
(513) 242-0310

Ludy Greenhouse Mfg., Corp.
PO Box 141
New Madison, OH 45346
(513) 996-1921

Van Wingerden Greenhouse Co.
4078 Haywood Rd.
Horse Shoe, NC 28742
(704) 891-7389

Oehmsen Plastic Greenhouse Co.
50 Carlough Rd.
Bohemia, NY 11716

Vary Greenhouses
Box 248
Lewiston, NY 14092
(416) 945-9691

National Greenhouse Co.
Box 100
Pana, IL 62557
(271) 562-3919

Winandy Greenhouse Co.
2211 Peacock Rd.
Richmond, IN 47374
(317) 935-2111

Nexus Greenhouse Systems
PO Box 908
Zellwood, FL 32798
(305) 886-1724

Westbrook Greenhouse Systems, Ltd
PO Box 99
Grimsby, Ontario L3M 4G1
CANADA
(416) 945-4111

V and V Noordland, Inc.
PO Box 739
Medford, NY 11763
(516) 698-2300
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PLANT MATERIALS - SEEDS AND PLANTS
Ball Seed Co.
PO Box 335
West Chicago, IL 60185
(800) 323-3677

Northrup King
PO Box 959
Minneapolis, MN 55440
(800) 328-2420

Bruinsma Seeds
PO Box 1463
High River, Alberta, Canada
(403) 652-4768

S. S. Skidelsky
685 Grand Ave.
Ridgefield, NJ 07657
(201) 943-7840

H. B. Davis Seed Co.
50 Railroad Ave.
Box 5047
Albany, NY 12205
(518) 489-5411

Utica Seed Co.
Harold Gardner Menands Market
Albany, NY 12204
(518) 434-6521

De Ruiter Seeds, Inc.
PO Box 20228
Columbus, OH 43220
(614) 459-1498

Van Bourgondien & Sons, Inc.
245 Farmingdale Rd.
Babylon, NY 11702
(516) 669-3500

G. S. Grimes Seeds
201 West Main Street
Smethport, PA 16749
(800) 241-7333

Vandenberg Bulb Co., Inc.
1 Black Meadow Rd.
Chester, NY 10918
(914) 469-9161

Fred C. Gloecker Co.
600 Mamaroneck Ave.
Harrison, NY 10528-1631
(914) 698-2300

Vaughans Seed Co.
5300 Katrine Ave.
Downers Grove, IL 60515
(800) 323-7253

McHutchison and Co., Inc.
PO Box 95
Ridgefield, NJ 07657
(201) 943-2230

Walters Gardens, Inc.
PO Box 137
Zeeland, MI 49464
(616) 772-4697

Henry F. Michel Co.
PO Box 160
King of Prussia, PA 19406
(215) 265-4200

Yoder Bros., Inc.
PO Box 230
Barberton, OH 44230
(216) 745-2143
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WELL PUMPS
Lineshaft Turbine
Goulds Pumps, Inc.
3333 Brea Canyon Road, Suite 107
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
(714) 594-1093

Peerless Pumps
1200 Sycamore Street
Montebello, CA 90640
(213) 726-1232

Johnston Pump Company
Geothermal/Services Division
16021 Adelante Street
Azusa, CA 91702
(818) 969-5927

Worthington Pumps
Dresser Industries, Inc.
319-D West Shaw
Clovis, CA 93612
(209) 299-0233

Layne Bowler Vertiline Pumps
1933 Chelsea Avenue
PO Box 8097
Memphis, TN 38108
(901) 725-6300
Submersible Electric
Centrilift - Hughes
5421 Argosy
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
(714) 598-9711

Reda Pump Division
TRW Energy Products Group
PO Box 1181
Bartlesville, OK 74005-1181
(918) 661-2156

Franklin Electric
400 Spring Street
Bluffton, IN 46714
(219) 824-2900
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES
General Electric
Drive systems Operations
1501 Roanoke Boulevard
Salem, VA 24153
(703) 387-7000
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Graham Company
8800 W. Bradley Road
Milwaukee, WI 53223
(414) 355-8800

Mitsubishi Electric Sales, Inc.
799 N. Bierman Circle
Mt. Prospect, IL 10056-2186
(312) 298-9223

Square D
4041 N. Richards Street
Milwaukee, WI 53212
(414) 332-2000

Parametrics
284 Racebrook Road
Orange, CT 06477
(203) 795-0811

Vee-Arc Corporation
50 Milk Street
Westborough, MA 01581
(617) 366-7451

PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER
Alfa-Laval
2115 Linwood avenue
Ft. Lee, NJ 07024
(201) 592-7800

ITT Bell and Gossett
Fluid Handling Division
4711 Golf Road
Skokie, IL 60076
(800) 243-8160

APV Company, Inc.
395 Fillmore Avenue
Tonawanda Industrial Park
Tonawanda, NY 14150
(716) 692-3000

Mueller Company
PO Box 828
Springfield, MO
(417) 831-3000

Graham Manufacturing Company
20 Florence Avenue
Batavia, NY 14020
(716) 343-2216

Tranter Inc.
Texas Division
PO Box 2289
Wichita Falls, TX 76307
(817) 723-7125

PIPING
Polybutylene / Polyethylene
Central Plastics
Box 3129
Shawnee, OK 74301
(800) 645-3872

Vanguard Plastics, Inc.
831 N. Vanguard Street
McPherson, KS 67460
(800) 775-5039

Plexco
3240 N. Mannheim Road
Franklin Park, IL 60131
(312) 455-0600
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Fiberglass
Ameron Fiberglass Pipe Group
PO Box 801142
Houston, TX 77280
(800) 370-4FRP

Talbot International Inc.
17545 Kuykendahl, Suite D
Spring, TX 77379
(281) 376-1255

Smith Fiberglass Products, Inc.
Reinforced Plastics Division
2700 W 65th Street
Little Rock, AR 72209
(501) 568-4010
Pre-Insulated
Perma-Pipe/Ricwil
A Subsidiary of MFRI, Inc.
7720 Lehigh Avenue
Niles, IL 60714-3491
(847) 966-2235

Thermacor Process, Inc.
PO Box 4529
Ft. Worth, TX 76106-0529
(817) 847-3260

Rovanco, Inc.
20535 SE Frontage Road
Joliet, IL 60436
815) 744-3055

Thermal Pipe Systems, Inc.
PO Box 99
Corbett, OR 97019
(503) 695-5635

SPACE HEATING EQUIPMENT
Brod - McClung - Pace Company
9800 SE McBrod Avenue
Portland, OR 97222
(503) 659-5880

The Trane Company
PO Box 7916
Waco, TX 75714
(817) 840-5329

Carrier Corporation
Carrier Parkway
Syracuse, NY 13221
(315) 432-7383

York International Corporation
631-T Richmond Avenue
PO Box 1592
York, PA 17405-1592
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Section 7
OTHER INFORMATION SERVICES
USDA DEPARTMENTS
Arizona Dept. Of Agriculture
PO Box 234
Phoenix, AZ 85001
(602) 407-2900

New Mexico Dept. Of Agriculture
Bureau of Pesticide Management
Box 30005, Dept 3AQ
Las Cruces, NM 88003-8005
(505) 646-2133

Colorado Dept of Agriculture
Div. of Plant Industry Pesticide Section
700 Kipling St., Suite 4000
Lakewood, CO 80215-5894
(303) 239-4144

Oregon Dept. of Agriculture
Plant Division
635 Capitol St. NE
Salem, OR 97310-0110
(503) 986-4653

Idaho Dept of Agriculture
Div. of Agricultural Technology
PO Box 7723
Boise, ID 83707
(208) 334-3544

Utah Dept. of Agriculture
350 North Redwood Road
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
(801) 538-7100

Montana Dept. Of Agriculture
Agricultural Sciences Division
PO Box 20021
Helena, MT 59620-0201
(406) 444-3144

Washington Dept. of Agriculture
Pesticide Management Division
PO Box 42589
Olympia, WA 98504-2589
(206) 902-1800

EXTENSION SERVICES
Colorado State University
Department of Horticulture
Fort Collins, CO 80523
(303) 491-7079

Cooperative Extension Publications
North Carolina State University
318 Ricks Box 7603
Raleigh, NC 27695-7603
Phone (919) 515-3173

Cooperative Extension Service, USDA
New Mexico Sate University
Las Cruces, NM 88003-0031

Cooperative Extension Service
Route 5 Box 246
Salisbury, MD 21801
Phone (410) 742-1179
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Department of Horticulture
Oregon State University
AgSc 4017
Corvallis, OR 97331-7304

Publications Distribution Center
IFAS Building 664
University of Florida
PO Box 110011
Gainesville, FL 32611-001

Michigan State University Extension
108 Agriculture Hall
East Lansing, MI 48824-1039

Publications Office
Ohio Cooperative Extension Service
2021 Coffey Rd
Columbus, OH 43210-1044
(614) 292-1607

Montana State University Extension Service
Plant Pathology Dept.
PO Box 173740
Bozeman, MT 59717-3740

Purdue University
1165 Horticulture Bldg.
West Lafayette, IN 47901-1165
(317) 494-1298

New Mexico State University
Extension Plant Sciences
Box 3003, Dept 3AE
Las Cruces, NM 88003

Utah Agricultural Experiment Station
Utah Sate University
Logan, UT

Northeast Regional Agricultural
Engineering Serv.
152 Riley Robb Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853
(607) 255-7654

University of Wyoming
Cooperative Extension Service
Director Agricultural Communications
Laramie, WY 82071-3354

OARDC
Mailing Room
Wooster, OH 44691
(216) 263-3700
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